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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF MUFFLERS WITH COMMENTS

ON ENGINE-EXHAUST MUFFLER DESIGN 1

By Dox D. D._vts, JR., GEORGEM. STOKES, DEWEY MOORE, and GEOReEL. STEVENS, JR.

SUMMARY

Equations are presented fl_r the attenuation characteristics oJ
single-chamber at_d multiple-chamber mu_ers of both the
expansion-chamber and resonator types, for tuned side-branch
tubes, and Jor the combination of an expansion chamber with a
resonator. Experimental curves of attenuation plotted against
fre_uene_j are presented for 77 different muj_ers with a reflec-
tion-free tailpipe termination, and the results are compared
with the theory. The experiments were made at room tempera-
ture uqthout flow; the sound source was a loud-speaker.

A method is gicenJor including the tailpipe reflection._ in the
calculations. Experimental attenuation cartes are presented
for.four different mufller-tailpipe combinations, and the results
are compared with the theory.

The application of the theory to the design of engine-exhaust
mufflers is discussed, and charts are included for the assistance
of the designer.

Noise spectrums are presented for a helicopter with each of the
four m_er-tailpipe combinations installed. These spectrums

are compared with the rwise spectrum o.fthe un muffled helicopter.
The results show that the overall noise level of the helicopter was
reduced significantly by even the smallest of the four mufflers

tested.

INTRODUCTION

A theoretical and experimental investigation of the methods
of muffler design has been conducted at the Langley full-
scale tunnel of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics as part of a general research program directed toward
the reduction of airplane noise. The acoustic theory and
muffler literature were studied with the aim of obtaining a
method of predicting muffler characteristics. The theory of
acoustic filters is discussed in reference 1. Sections of par-
ticular interest in connection with muffler design are the chap-
ters on change in area of wave front, transmission through
a conduit with an attached branch, and the filtration of
sound, as well as the appendix which gives the branch-
transmission theory of acoustic filtration. Experimental
checks have been found in the literature which demonstrate
that the theory of reference 1 is reasonably accurate for small

filters with stationary air at room temperature as the sound-
conducting medium. Wtwn the derivation of the equations
of the acoustic-filter theory is studied, however, certain
assumptions arc found which limit the maximum filter di-
mensions and also the maximum sound pressures for which
these equations are applicable. Only limited data are avail-
able regarding the accuracy of the theory when applied to
filters as large as engine-exhaust mufflers.

The British have studied the problem of ah-craft mufflers
with limite3 model experiments and with engine tests
(refs. 2, 3, and 4). The model experiments show fair agree-
meat with theory as to attenuation for a particular multiple
resonator low-pass filter of the type described in reference 1
and for a multiple-expansion-chaniber silencer. The experi-
ments also showed a definite tendency for increasing flow
velocity to increase the attenuation at low frequencies of
expansion-chamber silencers. Air flow had little effect on
the attenuation of the multiple resonator. In both cases,
however, the flow velocities investigated were much lower

than those which are found in engine-exhaust pipes. Muffler
design has also been studied by the Germans with particular
emphasis on mufflers for single-cylinder engines (refs. 5, 6,
and 7). Ground tests of a large number of different, nmfflers
on an actual engine are reported in references 8 and 9.
The experimental results of reference 8 showed that, for the
particular nmffler discussed, both the low-frequency cutoff
and the filet high-frequency cutoff were near the calculated
frequencies, which was encouraging. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the data of references 8 and 9 were not sl, itable for
detailed verification of the theoz T because of .interfering
engine noise from sources other than the exhaust.

Although the literature indicated that certain acoustic
theories couhl be useful in the design of engine-exhaust
mufflers, neither the range of validity of the various theories
with respect to muffler size nor the accuracy of the theories
in predicting the attenuation of mufflers installed on actual
engines could be deduced from. the available data. It
became apparent that, before more detailed information re-

gardh_g the validity of the equations could be obtained, a
test method was needed which would allow conditions to be

'Supersedes NACA TN _i._gl, "Theorelk-al and .'_,Iea.,;ured Altenuatlo_q of Mufflers at Room Temlwrature Wilhout Flow, With Comments on Engine-Exhaust Muffler I)esign" by Don

n. Davis, Jr., George L. Stevens. Jr., ll, ewey Moore, a,nd George M. Stokes, 1.q5.3 _t_,,t NXC,_ TN 29t3, "The .*..ttcmt_tion Characteristics of Four St_,ciailv l)esigne4 Muflh,rs Tested on a

Practical Engine Setup" by Ge(,rge M. Stokes and Don D. Davis, Jr., 1952.
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closely controlled and which would rcduc_ the numl)er of

variables involved. A relatively simple and fundamental

approach seemed to be to develop a suitable apparatus and
then to measure tile attenuatiou characteristics of various

types of mufflers in still air at room temperature. In order

to eliminate the effects of taill)il)e resonance, a termination

with the characteristics of an infinite pipe was indicated.
Such an attenuation-measuring apparatus was dcveloI)cd

for the first part of this investigation.

The objective of this part of tile investigation was to
obtain from theoretical considerations equations for the

attenuation of various types of mufflers and then to investi-

gate the val!dity of these equations experimentally through-
out a rather large range of muffler size in order to determine

the limitations of the various equations with respect to

muffler types, muffler dimensions, and sound frequencies.

Because it is important in airplane-engine muffling to avoid

excessive back pressures, only those typos of mufllcm which
permit the exhaust gas to flow through the muffler without

turning have been considered in this investigation.

Of course engine mufflers must be termhmted with a tail-

pipe of finite length in actual practice. The hlfluence of the

finite tailpipe was studied in the second part of this investi-

gation. A method for inchtding tile effect of the tailpipe h_

the muffler calculations was proposed, and an experiment

was then conducted to investigate tile validity of this
method.

The problem of practical muffler design is discussed in
Part III, and families of calculated attenuation curves for

three types of mufflers are presented therein for the assist-

ance of the designer.

The final part of this report describes an application of the

theory t,o the design of four nlufl]crs for a particular aircraft

engine and the tests of these mtdt:lers installed on the engine.

The purpose of this part of the investigation was to study

the practicality of the design methods and equations which
had been developed and, also, to obtain some idea of the

size of muffler which is required in practice to provide a

significant noise reduction. Of particular ]merest was the

question whether certain factors which had not been studied

in the previous parts of the investigation would affect

seriously the performance of the mufflcm. Factors of

primary concern were the vc W large sound pressures in the

engine exhaust pipe and tile flow velocity of the exhaust

gas. In order to make possible a comparison of experi-
mental data, the same mufflers were used for the finite ta_

pipe study and for the engine tests.

For an investigation of this nature, it is desirable to have

m engine dynamometer stand; however, in this case, a
!mlicopter was used for the engine tests because it was

r-eadily available. This was believed permissible because

'he helicopter rotor noise was expected to be lower than the

,ngine noise, at least for the umnuffled engine.
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displacement amplitude of a reflected wave

velocity of sound
conductivity of connector between exhaust pipe

/r_/2

and branch chanlber, I_+fJa

diameter of ex-pansion chamber

frequency

cutoff frequency
sound current

wave-length constant, 2rf/c

length of conical connector, measured along surface

length of pipe between connectors of two successive
branches in a multiple resonator or length of

pipe between two chambers of a combination
mnfl]cr

length of resonant chamber

one-l_alf of effective length of connector between

two expansion chambers or length of connector
between exhaust pipe and branch chamber

length of expansion chamber

effective ]ength of tailpipc

expansion ratio; ratio of chamber cross-sectional

area to exhaust-pipe cross-sectional area

number of chambers in multiple-resonator muffler
number of orifices or tubes which form connector

between exhaust pipe and branch chamber

sound pressure

resistive (.omponent of impedance
cross-sectional area

time

volume of resonant chamber

distance coordinate measured along pipe

reactive component of impedance

impedance

characteristic impedance, acoustic resistance to

transmission of a plane wave in a pipe, _/S

constant in conductivity equation
wave length, c/f

coefficient of viscosity of sound-conducting medium

average density of sound-conducting medium

Subscripts:
b branch

c connector
i incident wave

r resonant
re reflected wave

t tailpipe
tr transmitted wave

Note: Bars If are used to denote

(modulus) of a complex number.

instantaneous displacement of a ])article of the
medium in which a plane acoustic wave is
transmit ted

instantaneous velocity of a particle of the medium

in which a plane acoustic wave is transmitted

circular frequency, 2_rf

the absolute value
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I. INFINITE TAILPIPE

THEORY

Tile equations that have been used in tile calculation of

attenuation for the mufflers discussed in tiffs report are

derived and presented in the appendixes. ._Iuffiers of the

expansion-chamber type are treated in appendix A. The

method used throughout tile derivation of attenuation equa-

tions for single expansion chamber, double expansion

chambers with external connecting tubes, and double

expansion chambers with internal comwcting tulles is that

of plane-wave theory, ht this theory tile sound is assumed
to be transmitted in a tube in the form of one-dimensional or

plane waves. At any juncture where the tube area changes,

part of the soun(I incident on the jtmcture is transmitted

down the tube and part of it is reflected back toward tim

source. An expansion-chantl)cr muffler consists of one or

more chambers of larger cross-sectional area than the exhaust
pipe, which are in series with the exhaust pipe. This type

of ntufller provides attcmtatiott by taking advantage of the

reflections front the jum'tttres at which the cross-sectional

area changes. A tln'ee-dinlensiona] sketch of a typical

doubh, expansion clmmber with an internal conn(,cting tube

is shown in figure 1 (a). The theot T shows that below a

certain frequent,y, which is called the cutoff frequency, the

muffler is relatively ineffective. An approximate equation

for determiJfing this cutoff frequency has heen derived and
is presented in appendix A.

Mufflers of the resonator type arc treated in appendix B.

A typical single-chamber resonator is sho_lt in fig_lre 1 (b).

This type of muffler consists of a resonant chamber which is

connected in parallel with the exhaust pipe by one or more

tubes or orifices. In certain frequency ranges the impedance

at the connector is much lower titan the tailpipe impedance.
The resonant chamber then acts as an effective short circuit

which reflects most of the incident sound back toward ttte

source; thus, the amount of sound energy that is permitted

to go beyond the muitler into the tailpipe is reduced. The

attenuation equation for the single-chamber resonator is

first derived by the method of lumped impedances; that is,
phase differences between the two ends of the connector and

between different points in the chaml)er are considered

negligible. For tiffs case, attenuation equations are de-

veloped first by considering the resistance in rite connector

and then by omitting this resistance: then, two additimaal

equations, both of which omit the resistance, are developed.

The first equation considers the effect of phase differences in

the connector, whereas the second equation considers the

effect of phase differences inside the chamber.

A typical multiple-chamller resonator is shown in figure

1 (c). For mufflers of tiffs type, tile equation given in
reference 8 is used. In the derivation of this equation resist-

ance is neglected, the comwctor and chamber arc considered

as lumped impedances, and the central tube between the

resonators is treated as a distributed intpedance. The sound
in this central tube is considered to be transmitted in the

form of plane waves. The muhiple resonators, like the

multiple expansion chambel_, have a cutoff frequency. An
368555--56.-_54

approximate equation for this cutoff frequency is also given

in appendix B.

The conductivity co is a very intportant physical quantity
which enters into the determination of both the resonant

frequency and the amount of attenuatimi for resonator-type

mufflers. The quantity oleo is, as is explained in reference 1,
the acoustic inertance that is associated with a physical

restriction in an acoustic conduit. Because this quantity is

determined by the acoustic kinetic energy that is associated
with the 1)r(,scn(,e of the restriction and be('ausc this energy

is a function of the con(hilt configuration on either side of

the restriction as well as of the physical dimensions of the

restriction itself, tilt, conductivity is physically a rather

elusive (luantity wifi('h is pre(lictat)]c in only certain special
cases, such as that of a cir('ular orifi('c in an infinite plane.

In most pra('tical cases, it is therefore necessary to base an

estimate of c. on past experimental evi:tence.

The prediction of co is discussed in reference 1. ]n the case

of a single connector, with diameter not too large in cora-

l)arisen with the exhaust-pipe diameter, the equation given is

_02

r°= l_+ fl a

where _ is nu empirical constant, which has beeu found to

be usually between r'2 and r/4. ]f the connector is composed

(b)

(c) L-77028

(a) Double expansion chamber with internal commcting tube (muffler

_9).
(b) A typical single-chamber resonator.

(c) Double-chamber resonator (muffler 54).

FIGURE l.--Sketches showil_g internal (letail,_ of _cvcral mufflers.



of several orifices, a further uncerlainly is introduced since

the interference effects among the orifices are not known.

hi this report, the calculated cm-,'es will be based on the

experimentally measured conductivity in those cases where
the calculated and experimental eonductivities show signifi-

cant differeliees. In a section immediately followhlg tim
presentation of the single-resonalor and multiple-resonator

results, the problem of conductivity prediction is discussed

with the assistance of the experimental results.

Equations are derived in appendix C for two types of
combination mufflers. The first is a combination of two

resonators tuned at different frequencies and the second is
a combination of an expansion chamber and a resonator.

Combinations of tllese types are shown in figures l(d)

and 1 (e).

(d)

(el

L-77029

' Combination of a resonator and an expansion chamber (muffler 71).

Two resonators tuned to different frequencies (muffler 73).

Comhination of several quarter-wave resonators (muffler 74),

FIGI:RF l.--Coneluded.
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The mutllers used in the "infinite" tailpipe part of the

experimental investigation were constructed of 18-gage
sheet steel (0.049-in. thickness) and unless otherwise speci-
fied were of circular cross section. Seam welds were used

throughout to prevent leakage between the adjacent cham-
bers of the mufflers. In all eases, the exhaust-gas flow is

from left to right. Three-dimensional sketches showing
internal details of several of the mufflers are given as fgure 1.

Photographs of some of the mufflers are shown as figure 2.

Restfits are presented for 74 mufflers timt were built, to fit
a 3-inch-diameter exhaust pipe. These mufflers varied in

diameter from 4 inches to _'24inches and in length from 1 inch

to 96 inches. In addition, results are presented for three

mufflers that were built to fit a 12-i.ndl-diameter exhaust pipe.

The types of mufflers on which the most extensive tests

were made are the single expansion chamber, the multiple

expansion chamber, the single resonator, and the multiple

resonator. The single-expansion-chamber mufflers were

empty cylindrical tanks with iltlet and outlet tubes centrally

located at the two ends. Multiple expansion chambers were

constructed by placing two or more expansion chambers in

series and connecting them with either imernal or external

tubes. These connecting tubes varied in length from 0.05

inch (the thickness of the central baffle in the muffler) to
42 inches and had a diameter of 3 inches. Each of the

single-resonator nmffiers consisted of an enclosed volume

connected to the exhaust pipe by either tubes or circular
orifices. The resonant chamber was located either as a

branch projecting from the side of the exhaust pipe or as
an annular chamber concentric with the exhaust pipe. In

this type of muffler and in others in which the muffling
element is located in "parallel" with the exhaust pipe, the

exhaust gas, as a whole, is not required to flow through the
volume chamber as it is in the expansion-chamber type of

muffler. The multiple-resonator mufflei,a consist of two or

more identical resonators spaced at equal intervals along

the exhaust pipe. A few mufflers were constructed of com-

binations of the above types. In addition, side-branch tubes
with one end closed were investigated.

APPARATUS

The test apparatus used in this investigation is shown

schematically in figure 3 ami a photograph of the equipment

used for testfllg the mufflers with a-inch hflet diameter is

slmwn as figure 4. The sound was generated by the 15-inch

coaxial loud-speaker shown at the left and was conducted

through a 3-inch tube to the muffler, which was attached to the

tube by rubber couplings. The sound which passed through
the muffler continued down a 3-inch tube to the termination,

which consisted of several feet of loosely packed cotton.

The section of the tube between the loud-speaker and tim

nmflter is called the exhaust pipe in this report, and the see-

tion of the tube beyond the muffler is called the tailpipe.
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(a)

(a) _Iuffiers for 3-inch-diameter exhaust pipe.

Fmt'aE 2.--A group of mufflers investigated.

(b) Central-tube diameler, 12 inches; mufltt,r 74.

FIGURE 2.--Concluded.

Measuring stations at which microphones couhl be in-

serted were installed in the exhaust pipe and the tailpipe.

These measuring stations had the same cross-sectional area

as the tube and were so designed that the microphone, when

inserted, produced only a slight restriction in the acoustic
tube. Because of the interaction between the incident sound

wave traveling toward the muffler antl the wave reflected by

the muffler traveling back to the loud-speaker, the sound

pressure varied with distance along the exhaust pipe. A

sliding measuring station was, therefore, installed in the

exhaust pipe. Three stationary measurhlg stations, un-

evenly spaced, were inserted in the tailpipe between the

muffler and the cotton termination. With a 3-inch pipe in

the muffler position instead of a nmffier, the cotton was ad-

justed until the reflections from the termination were mini-

mized. Reflections were detected by differences in the sound

pressures at the various tailpipe measurhlg stations. With

the termination used in this investigation, the pressures at

these three stations varied by a maximum of about d:_

decibel for frequencies between 120 and 700 cycles per second
and about ::f:l_ decibels for frequencies between 40 alld 120

cycles pet" second.

A General Radio Company type 759-B sound-level meter

was used to determine the sound-pressure levels at the

measuring stations. The crystal microphone of this meter
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produecd a_l electrical sigmd proportiomd Io the sound pres-

sure when ib was h_serted at 1he measuring stations. Tile

m,ter indicated the sound-pressure level ia decibels, defined

as 20 log_,, _ where g, is the standard base-pressure level of
p0

0.0002 drive per square centimeter. Art oscilloscope and a

souml analyzer were used as auxiliary equipment to make

periodic checks of the wave form (freedom from harmonics)

of tile sound at the measuring stations.

The power supply for the loud-speaker consisted of the

output of an audio oscillator feeding into a 50-watt amplifier.
No harmonies were detectable witifin 40 decibels of the funda-

mental level in the input to the loud-speaker at, tile operating

conditio_ls used in this investigation. An electronic volt-

meter was used to determine the input voltage supplied to

the loud-speaker.

Part of the investigation invoh'ed the testing of three

large mufflers in a 12-inch-diameter tube. A photograph of
the apparatus used is shown in figure 5. In general, the

Loud- speoker
Meosuring sfofion

(sliding)

Oscillofor

Meosuring sfotions

(sfofionory)
j Muffler ] 0 0 0 '?_::VO_"

Cotton .'
ferminofion "

Sound - level 1

meter

Soundonoly zer J

F/t_ta_: 3.--Schematic diagram of experimenla/ apparalus for infinite

taill)ipe i t_vest igat ion.

l:tt;t'r_ 4.--Apparatus used for testing mufflers designed for a 3-inch

exhaust pipe.

al)lmralus was similar in ln'inciple to tile 3-im'h apl)aratus.

Traversing mi(.rophones operated by a pulley and cable

arrangement were used in both the exhaust t)ipe anti the tail-

pipe. In order to simplify the apparatus, the microphones

were placed inside the 12-inch pipes, as shown ia figure 6.

where they imposed less than a 4-percent maximum area

restriction. A cotton termination was again used, althottgh
it was not quite as effective as was the terminatioa of the

3-inch apparatus.

F]Gurt_: &--Apparatus used for testing mufflers designed for a 12-inch

exhaust pipe.

Ftovsr; 6.--3Iovable-nlierophone arrangement in the 12-itteh tailpipe.
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METHODS AND TESTS

In the tests of ea('h of the muffler configurations, tilt, maxi-

mum sound-pressure level obtainable at the sliding measuring

station in the exhaust pipe and the sound-pressure levels at.

the three stationary measuring stations in the tailpipe were

recorded. The data from the three tailpipe stations provided

a running check on the absence of reflections in the tailpipe.

The attenuation is defined as 20 logt0 pl where p_ is the
ptr

incident-wave prcssore in the exhaust pipe and Ptr is the

transmitted-wave pressure in the tailpipe. The tailpipe

data obtained in these tests give the true transmitted sound-

pressure levels in the tailpipe, but tile exhaust-pipe readings

do not give tilt, incident-wave sotmd-pressure levels in the

exhaust pipe; instead, they give the maximun:t stored-pressure
levels in the exhaust pipe. This maximum pressure is due

to the superposition of the ineith,n| wave and tile wave which
is reflected fi'om the mulller. In some eases, it is possible to

calculate precisely the difference hetween the true attenua-

tion and the quantily measured in these tests. This meas-

ured quantity is the maximunl drop in sound-pressure level
between the exhaust pipe and the tailpipe. The calculated

difference can be applied as a correction to the experimental

data. The corrected experimental data can then be com-

pared with the calculated attenuation curves. Although

this method provides an exact correction for the experimental

data, it has certain disadvantages. It becomes quite tedious

because separate correction calculations must be made for

each separate muffler. Also, each time the muffler type is

altered slightly, new equations must be derived. This
process would become quite diflleuh and time-consuming for

some of the nmre complicated muffler types. For these

reasons a much simpler method of correction was devised,

alt:hough at some sacrifice in terms of accuracy. This

approximate correction was obtained as follows:

Assume that all sound reflection takes place from a single

point and that the incident sound pressure is unity. If five
percent of the incident wave is reflected, the maximum

pressure in the exhaust pipe, which occurs at that point.

where the incident and reflected waves are exactly in phase,

is 1.05. Then the sound-pressure level in the exhaust pipe

1.05
will be 20 log_0 1-_ or 0.42 decibel higher than the incident-

wave sound-pressure level. Ninety-five percent, of the in-

cident pressure will be transmitted, so that the true attenua-
1.00

tion will be 20 logt0 _ or 0.45 decibel. The maximum

drop which would be measured experimentally wouhl be

0.42-4-0.45 or 0.87 decibel. By this procedure, table I was

compiled, from which the approximate correction curve shown

in figure 7 was plotted. This correction has been applied

to all experimental data presented in Part I of this report.

Some idea of the magnitude of the error introduced by using

this approximate correction instead of the exact correction

may be obtained from figure 8, which was calculated for an

expansion-chamber muffler. The top curve is the calculated
difference between the maximum sound-pressure level in the

exhaust pipe (at the point where the incident and reflected
waves are in phase) and the sound-pressure level in the tail-

pipe (see eq. (AI3)). The top curve is labeled "measured"
because this is tile quantity which, in the tests, was deter-

mined di,-ectly from experimental measurements. The lower
curve shows the true atlentmtion of the muffler, based on tiw

difference between the incident-wave pressures in the exhaust

and tailpipes (eq. (A10)). The middle curve was obtained

by applying the approximate corrections (fig. 7) to the
measured attenuation curve. Note that the difference

between the exact and approximately eorreeted attenuation

curves is quite small at the higher values of attenuation.

htsofar as was practicable, the attenuation was calculated

for each nmfller tested bv the theory of the al)pemlixcs, aml

the ealeulated a ttenuat ion curves and corrected experiment al

attenuation data were plotted. A maximum frequency of

700 cycles per second was chosen for the experiments because
nmst of the exhaust noise energy is contained in the range

below this frequency (ref. 9).

TABI,E I.--CALCULATED CORRECTIONS TO MEASURI':I)

ATTENUATION VALUES (PART I)

True attenuation

Ri_' in (,xhaust True ath,nua- + RL_,= M eas-
PPFCt'II| re- PilW=(,orrec.

flt'ction tion, dh t[Oll, db tired attenuation
db

5

10

2O

34)

7O

95

1_3.5

1_" 9

0.42 0. 45

.8_ .9'2

1.5_ I. 94

2. 2_, 3. 10

2. W2 4.24

B. 52 6. 02

4.0_, 7.9_

4, 61 10. 46

5.11 13.08

5. 34 16. 48

5.58 '20.00

5._) 26,03
5.90 30.4t;

5.98 ,10.00
6. O0 46.02

6.02 60.00

6. 02 ¢o

O. $7

1.7.1

3. 52
5.3S

7, |6

9.54

12,04

15. 07

19.09

21,82

0.5.58

31.83

36.35

45.98

52.02

66 02

ca

uOtiOn : Meosured ottenuotion-Coerecfion

[ I I I I ! I I [ r

0 8 16 24 32 4 0 48 56 64 72

Meosured ottenuoflon, db

F]Gt'RE 7.--Corrections to nmasurcd attenuation (Part I).
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The leakage of room noise into tile nlicrol)hone at the tail-
pipe measuring stations limited the nlinimum measural)le

noise level. Consequently, the lnaximum measured attenu-

ation for ally muffler tested was limited to about 50 decibels

and at the higher fi'equencies was somewhat less. If the

tailpipe measuring stations and the microphone had been
better isolated from external noise and if the muffler walls

had been rigid and nonconducting to sound, higher values

of attenuation could have been measured. No attempt was
made to obtain such measurements because values of attenu-

ation higher than 50 decibels did not seem important to this

investigation. In practice, noise transmission through the
muffler walls prevents the attainment of even a 40--decibel

attenuation with the usual thin-wall sheet-metal construc-

tion. Furthermore, other noise sources on an airplane are
normally loud enough so that an exhaust noise reduction of
the order of 50 decibels is not warranted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ttle results of this part of the investigation are presented

in the form of curves of attenuation in decibels plotted
against frequency in cycles per second. The curves have

been calculated by the theory of the appendixes and they are

accompanied by experimental points. The validity of the

theory is examined by comparing the theoretical and experi-
mental results. A sketch of each muffler is shown beside the

corresponding attenuation curve. The unit of length for the
dimensions or constants given below the individual sketches

is 1 foot. The resuhs for tlle various types of mufflers are
presented in the following order:

Expansion chamber (figs. 9 to 11)

Resonator (figs. 12 to 14)

Side-branch tube (fig. 15)

Combinations (fig. 16)

Large-diameter mufflers (fig. 17)

The speed of sound was about 1,140 feet per second and

this number has been used to determine the wave lengths

X c
corresponding to the frequencies presented (=?).

SINGLE EXPANSION CHAMBER

The attenuation in decibels of a muffler which consists of a

single expansion chamber is given by the following formula
(appendix A, eq. (AlO)):

Attenuation= 10 log_o E1 +1(m--1)2 sin2/¢1_]

This equation in(licates that the attenuation increases as the

ratio m of the chamber area to the exhaust-pipe area in-

creases and that the attenuation curve is cyclic, repeating

itself at frequency intervals determined by the length
of the muffler l_ and the velocity of sound inside the

muffler c (k= _-f).

Effect of expansion ratio.--The effect of varying the ex-
pansion ratio is shown in figure 9 (a) where m is varied fi'om
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FIGURE 8.--Computed comparison of exact and approximately corrected attenuation curves for a single expansion chamber.
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4 to 64. This figure shows clearly that the requirement for

high attenuation is that the muffler have a large expansion

ratio. Although the experimental points show some scatter,

it appears that the theory is valid for muffler diameters as

large as the wave length of the sound. This region of

validity includesthe region of practical interest in airplane-

muffler design. The failure of the theory to predict the

large loss of attenuation for muffler 4 at 700 cycles per second
is believed to be due to the fact that the theoretical assump-

tion of plane sound waves is no longer valid.

The complete solution for the velocity potential inside a
circular tube shows that there are an infinite number of

possible vibrational modes for the transfer of soumi energy.

Equation (A10) is based on the plane-wave mode, which may

exist at any frequency. Other modes, which contain angular

and radial nodes, are also possible at sufficiently high fre-

quencies. Because the tubes and chambers which make up
these mufflers are concentric, no vibrational modes which

involve angular nodes would be expected. If these modes

are eliminated, the lowest frequency at which any mode

other than the plane wave can be transmitted without atten-
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Yl(]t'RE 9.--Comparison of theoretical and experimental attenuation

characteristics for single-exl)ansion-chambcr muffier_. Equation

(AIO',.

c (The basic limiting conditionuation is given byJ'=l.22 _.

is that Ji (k _)----0, where ,-/i is the Bessel function of the first
\

kind of order 1, which has 2_f d 3.83 for its lowest root.)
c

In terms of the wave length, this expression can be rewritten

as X=0.82d. Thus, the assumption of plane waves is valid

for wave lengths down to somewhat less than the chamber

diameter. :For muffler 4 the critical frequency given by this

formula is 694 cycles per second. The experimental results
show a sudden loss of attenuation between 650 and 700

cycles per second, which indicates that the appearance of

this undamped higher vibrational mode has reduced seriously
the muffler effectiveness.

Effect of length.--The effect of varying the length of th('

muffler is shown in figure 9 (b). The peak attenuation,

about 20 decibels, is essentially unaffected by the length

change and is a function only of the expansion ratio. The

frequency at which this peak occurs is reduced, however, as

the length of the muffler is increased. The frequency at

which the peak attenuation occurs is inversely proportional

to the muffler length. The cyclic nature of the attenuation
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curve is evident wilh lhe attenuation dropping to zero for

frequencies at which the muffler length equals an integwal

multiple of one-half the wave length X,/2 (J'=_, where n is

integer). The experiment and theory a_'ee throughoutally

the range tested which includes wave lengths as short as 0.4

of the muffler length in the case of the longest muffler. The

theory contains no assumptions which directly limit this

length. From the scale sketch of muffler 5, however, which

has a diameter twice its length, it might appear that the

sound waves inside the chamber wouhl hardly be plane

waves. Nevertheless, the experimental points are in good

agreement with the plane-wave theory. Inasmuch as a_ee-

ment is shown throughout the frequency r_nge investigated

(X--0.4I, to 57l,), there appears to be no practical length

limitation on the plane-wave theory for expansion chambers.

Effect of shape.--The effect of shape variations is shown

in figure 9 (c). Tapering either or both ends of the chamber

i i ! J
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has litth, effeet on the multh,r performance except for some

loss of attenuation near 700 cycles per second. The acousti-

cal length of these mufHers was illeasllred frolll the longi-

tudinal center of the tapered sections. Ahhough the

multlers are relatively insensitive to the steep tapers tested,
it. is probable that long sh,mh, r tapers would act as horns

and would teml to reduce the muffler effectiveness severely
at the high frequencies. This effect is demonstrated in

figure 10, which shows the at temtation for conical connectors

as a function of the wave length, taper length, aml expansion

ratio. The curves of figure 10 were calculated fi'om the
equation

Attenuation= i0 ]ogre {[i-I ("m-- I)=/'l--c°s a)]__ F

(,II'; "-- 1 )' [ I_ -- si _

,% l'
where m=_. and a=4r _-. This equation was derived from

equation (3.97) on page $6 of reference 1.

Changing fi'om a circular to approximately elliptical cross
section with the cross-sectional area held constant resulted

in a loss of attenuation above 600 cycles per second (mufltet

11, fig. 9 (e)). At this frequency the wave length is slightly

less than the length of the major axis of the ellipse. The

loss of attenuation is probably due to the appearance of a

higher-order vibrational mode as was found in the case of

muffler 4. The solution of the wave equation in elliptic

coordinates (ref. 10) shows that the critical frequency for
the mode which was found to limit the circular muffler 4

(the Ho nmdc in electrical terminology) is actually increased
as the chamber becomes elliptic, whereas the measured

critical frequency for muffler 11 is much lower than for _.

circular muffler of the same perimeter. Thus, some other

vibrational mode, with a lower critical frequency, must be

responsible for t,he loss of attenuation of muffler 11 above

600 cycles per second. The lack of circular symmetry in

t t i , , i

! : z r, i_

I_ • .-,"2

Ij t !

4 _ ; i ' o ' I r 1

f t!i i
o .I .2 .3 .4 .5

IVX

FIGVRE 10.--Acoustical characteristics of truncated cone. (See

ref. l, p. 86.)
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the elliptic case suggests consideration of the elliptical modes

comparable to the unsymmetrical circular modes. Reference
10 describes two such modes oriented at right angles to each

other. The mode which most closely matches the measured

critical frequency is the odd H, mode.
In connection with the effect of changes of shape, reference

9 shows that large fiat walls shouhl he avoided wherever

possible I)ccause of their temleney to vii)rate and thus

transmit exhaust noise energy to the atmosphere.

MULTIPLE EXPANSION C||AMBER

Equations are developed in appendix A for the attenuation

of (Ioul)le expansion chaml)ers with external connecting tubes
and with internal cmmeeting tul)es. Thc method used in

appendix A may also be used to develop equations for three

or more expansion chamlwrs connected in series. The data

t.o be 1)resented inch,de calculated attenuation curves for

the dout)le expansion chaild)(,rs.
Effect of number of ehambers.--The effect of increasing

the numl)er of expansion chambers in a muffler is shown in

figure 11 (a) where data arc presented for nmfllers of one,

two, and three chaml)ers. The maximum attenuation is
shown to increase as the nuild)er of chambers is increased,

although the addition of the third expansion chamber results
in only a small increase in the measured attemmtion. Be-
cause the attenuation of the three-chamber Iuufller was

fouml to he quite similar to that of the two-chamber muffler,

it. appears that. the addition of a third chamber will result
in little increased attenuation for mufflers of practical con-
struction. For this reason and because of the increased

complexity of the calculations, the theoretical attenuation of

muffler 13 was not. calculate(t. A region of low attenuation

is encountered at the lower frequencies with the multiple
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expansion chamt)ers. This region is predicted theoreticall
and will be discussed further. In the case of muffler 12, th

calculated values agree fairly well with experiment down t

a wave length about equal to the length of one of th

chambers.

Effect of connecting-tube length with an external con

necting tube.--Figure 11 (b) shows the effect of changin:

the length of the tube coilnrcting the rxt)ansion chaml)et

when this connecting tul)e is external to the chaml)cr_

The frequency at which the low-frequency pass regio:

(region of relatively low attenuation) occurs is shown l,

(lecrease as the length of the connecting tul)e is increased

An apptioximate forilmla for the upl)er-frequency limil
which is called herein the cutoff frequency, of this low-ft'('

queilcy pass region has been developed ail(I is included a
equatimt (AIS) in at)pcn(lix A. Cutoff frequencies (h'le_

mined from this equatiof arc COml)arrd with thosr (lctermim'.

fl'om the more exact equation (Al7) in table II. Tit
n_aximum attenuation in the first attcnuating I)an(l ahoy,

the low-frequeilcy pass region is showu to increase as th,

connectiilg-tut)e h, ngth is incrcased. With the longer con

necting tubes, regions of low attenuation, with a width o

50 cycles pet" second or more, occur hctwcen t.he large loop
of the attenuation curves. These pass t)an(ls would h

objectioilal)le in a inufller if a sigiliIicailt amount of exhaus
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[¢ffi1140 fPsl

Muffler ra

12
14
15
16
17
lg
19

lfi
16
16

18
16
16
16
16

16

I., ft I,, ft

O. 10

l.e_
• 25

_r, C[15

A pprox|mate
(eq. (AI8))

85. 8
59.9
44.0
31.7
59. 9
44.0
31.7
26.1

123.2
84.0
21.2

Exact

(oq. (A17))

$6.1
,59.1
43. 3
30.6
60.6

43.8
31.7
25.9

12'2.4
83.9
21.2

noise was present within these bands. The calculations and

experiment are in agreement down to a wave length about

equal to the length of one of the chambers.

Effect of connecting-tube length with an internal connect-

ing tube.--Figure 11 (c) shows the effect of connecting-tube

length when the cmmecting tube is symmetrically located

inside the exl)ansion chambers. The low-frequency pass

region is again present and the frequency at which it occurs

is again lowered as the connecting-tube length is increased.

The cutoff frequency may be found approximately by using
the same formula as in the case of the external connecting

tubes (appendix A). The maximum attenuation in the first

attenuating band above the low-frequency pass region is

again increased as the connecting-tube length is increased.

Also, pass regions are again encmmtered at the higher fre-

quencies. The calculations again seem valid throughout
most of the range investigated. When extremely high values

of attenuation are calculated, the measurements are not

accurate because of limitations of the apparatus. (See sec-
tion entitled "Methods and Tests.") Very interesting re-

suits were obtained with muffler 19. for which the connect-

ing-tube length was the same as the chamber length. The

pass frequency at about 280 cycles per second, which is
due to half-wave resonance of the expansion chambers, was

eliminated. Although the attenuation did decrease in this

region, the minimum attenuation measured was 27 decibels.
The elimination of this pass region could prove quite useful

in the design of a mulllcr which is required to attemmte

over a wide frequency band. Furthex" calculations and ex-

periments have been nla(le to investigate this phenomenon.

Effect of having the internal-connecting-tube length equal

to the chamber length.--Results are shown in figure 11 (d)
for four mutflers of different expansion ratios and lengths
which had the common feature of an internal connecting

tube of the same length as one of the CXl)ansion chambers.

The results show, in all cases, that the pass region which

normally occurs when the length of the expansion chamber
is one-half the wave length is eliminated. This region is

replaced by a region of reduced attenuation. The calcula-
tions for muffler 23 show that this phenomenon again occurs

when the muffler length is 3/2 times the wave length. The

pass region which occurs when the muffler length is equal

to the wave length is not affected. The calculations show
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FIqVrE ll.--Co,_linued.

regions where the atte:umtion increases rapidly to infinity.

Except for some discrepancy shown by the lower attenuation

points in these reuions, the calculations agree moderately
well with the mcasurements ([own t,o a wave length al)out

equal to the length of one of the chambers. The experi-
ments, which wore performed in advance of the detailed

attemmtion calculations, do not show points of extra-

ordinarily high attenuation in these regions. A careful

experimental survey which has since been made on another

muffler of this general type, however, revealed in each such

region a point of very high attenuation which was so sharply

tuned that it appears to have no practical value.

Figure 9 (b) shows that, if a broad attenuation band is

desired with a single exl)ansion chamber, the chamber

length should be reduce(l, but this reduction lowers the

attenuation at low frequencies. If a longer double expan-

sion chamber of the type shown in figure 11 (d) can bc used,
a broad attemmtion band may be obtained without the loss

of low-frequency attenuation, if the cutoff frequency is not

too high. (Compare mufflers 6 and 19.)
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PRINCIPLES OF SINGLE-CHAMBER RESONATORS

Figure 1 (b) is a sketch of a typical resonator-type mumer

which consists of an enclosed volume surrounding the ex-

haust pipe, the vohlme t)eing connected to the exhaust pipe

through two short tubes. The pressure fluctuations in the

exhaust pipe are transmitted to the volume chamber through

the two small connecting tubes. Since these tubes are short

compared to the wave h, ngth of the sound, the phase differ-
ences between the two ends of the tubes can be neglected.

Thus, the gas in the tubes can be considered to move as a

solid piston of a certain mass upon which the tube walls
exert a certain viscous or fi-iction force. As this effective

piston of gas moves in and out, the gas inside the volume

chamber undergoes alternate compression and expansion.
The attenuation of such a resonator can be computed by

substituting equations (B7) and (BS) into equation (B4) of

appendix B. In a hu'ge nunfi)er of practical cases, the fric-
tion force between the air and the walls of the connecting

tube is suMciently small that it can 1)e neglected in compar-

ison with the mass forces acting on the air in the comlecling

tube and the compression forces within the volume chamber.

Because of this fact, the equation for tilt, attenuation of

a frictioifless resonator is also l)rcscnted in appendix B
(eq. (Bin)).

Single rcsonahws (ff lwo v(,vv different I)hysicul ('(ufligura-

tions were investigated. The first configuration consisted
of a resonant chamber located as a branch from the exhaust

pipe. These resonators were, in general, relatively small
and the calculations included viscous forces in the connecting

tubes. In the second configuration, the resonator was an

annular chamber surrounding the exhaust pipe (fig. 1 (b)).

The resonators of this configuration were generally somewhat

larger than those of the first configm'ation and viscous forces
were omit ted fi'om the calculations.

BRANCH RESONATORS

Effect of varying resonator volume.--Thc effect of varying

the chamber volume of a resonator is shown in figure 12(a).

The calculated and experimental curves are in general agree-

ment although there is here, as in the succeeding data of

figure 12, a general tendency for the muffler to give a higher

than calculated attenuation at freqttcncies above resonance
and a lower than calculated attenuation at the resonant, fre-

quency. ,ks the calculations indicate, decreasing the volume

V raises the resonant frequency. These resonators are quite
effective at the resommt fi'equency but the attemmtion falls

off rapidly at lower or higher frequencies.

Effect of varying co and V with the ratio sco/V constant.--

Figure 12(b) shows the effect of varying co and V together

while keeping their ratio constant. The resonator equation
states that the resonant frequency of a g,'oup of mufflers

should be constant if the ratio _co(V is constant. This ratio

will be called the resonance parameter. Y.lufllers .'27 and 25

are found to have the sanle resonant frequency, but muffler

27 has a broader region of attenuation. This broader attenu-

ation region is predicted by the theory and is due to the
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of varying volume I" and conductivity co together,
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Fte, raE 12.--Continued.

larger values of both co and V for muffler 27. The value of

the parameter_'coV/2S, which will be called the attenuation
parameter, is increased to more than twice that for muffler 25.
The data for muffler 28 show a decrease in the resonant

frequency. This apparent contradiction of the theory is

due to the fact that the connecting tube in muffler 28 is not

negligibly short compared to the wave length. The calcu-

lated attenuation curve for muffh, r 28 was ohtained by taking
into account the wave nature of the sound flow in the con-

necting tube. (See apt)cndix B, eq. (Bll).) At the resonant

frequency of this muffler, the length of the connecting tube
is of the order of one-fifth of the wave length.

Effect of varying cross-sectional area of the connecting

tube.--Increasing the connecting-tube area increases co;

thus, the values of both the resonance and attenuation
parameters _c0_ and x/_oV/2S are increased. Consequently,

the resonant frequency is increased and the attenuation

region becomes broader (fig. 12(c)). A comparison of
mufflers 29 and 30 shows that, if an attempt is made to

obtain low-frequenc.v attenuation simply by decreasing ¢o,

the result may be very disappointing. Both the magnitude
of the attenuation and the width of the attenuation region
decrease as Co decreases.

Effect of varying length of connecting tube.--Increasing

the connecting-tube length decreases co and, therefore, has
the opposite effect from an increase of the connecting-tube

area. This is shown in figure 12(d). Note again that, when

the resonant frequency is decreased without changing the
volulne, the attenuation region becomes narrower.

Effect of changing connecting-tuba configuration with

¢0 held constant.--Although the conductivity co, is an im-

portant quantity in the attenuation equation, the physical
configuration of this conductivity enters into only the

viscous resistance term which is very small for most of the
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resonators tested. Thus, tile characteristics of a resonator

are theoretically nearly independent of tile manner in which

the conductivity is obtained. The actual effect of changes
in the physical configuration of the conductivity was investi-

gated by testing three mufflers which had different connect-

ing tubes but the same Co and V (fig. 12 (e)). Although
mufflers 26 and 33 give about the same results, muffler 34,

which has the smalh,st connecting tube, gives less attenua-
tion than either of the other mufflers. In this connection,

a definite, though often unrecognized, limitation of the

linoarized acoustic theory is of interest. If the three

resonators in figure 12(e) are to have the same attenuation,

it is necessary that the mass flow in the connecting tubes

be the same. But this condition requires a higher velocity
as the tube diameter is redut'ed. Inasmuch as the linearized

theory requires that the changes in velocity, pressure, and

density be small, it follows that for a given pressure in the

exhaust pipe a limiting tube diameter exists below which the

velocity is so high that the theory is not valid. This

phenomenon has an important bearing on the design of

engihe-exhaust mufflers. The velocity in a connecting tube
of fixed diameter will increase as the sound-pressure level

in the exhaust pipe increases. Inasmuch as the sound

pressures inside an engine exhaust pipe are extremely high,

care must be exercised to avoid a connecting tube which

is too small to permit the required flow into and out of the

chamber. Apparently this muffler limitation has never been

investigated on an actual engine. Mutller confi_wation

30 of reference 9, however, is interesting in this connection.
The performance of this mufitcr was initially disapt)ointing,

but when a(hlitional conductivity holes were added (con-
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(e) Effect of varying connecting-tube area and length together, with

c_ constant. Equation (B4).

FIcr_Z 12 --Concluded.

figuration 31, ref. 9) the at tenuation was markedly improved,

even though the Co was much larger than was desired.
Perhaps this muffler would have been even better if the

}_-inch orifices had bcen replaced by a few tubes of 94/-inch
to 1-inch diameter which had the same c0 as the }_-inch
orifices.

CONCENTmC RESONA'roRs

In general, the resonators so far discussed have had

relatively narrow attenuation bands. They would be

useful in quieting a fixed-frequency noise source but are
inadequate for use on a variable-speed engine or even on a

fixed-speed engine with objectionable noise spread over a

wide frequency band. For engines of these types a much

broader attenuation band is desired. Basically, a broader

band requires increased chamber volume and conductivity.
Restflts are presented in figure 13 for single-chamber reso-

nators of larger volume than those presented in figure 12.
The muMers shown in figure 13 are of conventional arrange-
merit with the chamber located concentric with the exhaust

pipe.

Effect of varying _Jc_/2S with the resonance parameter

constant.--The data of figure 13(a) show the expected

l 1 [ i I
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(centrally located comwctor), this condition occurs when the
m "filer length is one-half the sound wave h,ngth. Inasmuch
as lhis condition is satisth,d at a frequency lower than the

resonant frequency predicted fi'om Ill(, values of Co l'md V,
the fact that the resonator calculations fail to pre(lict the

characteristics of this muffler is not surprising.

Because the resonator theory was inadequate for mufflers

43 to 46, it was necessary to develop a different theory, base<[

on the distributed impedance of assumed plane waves in the

chambers. An equation derived for this case (apl)endix B,

eq. (Bl3)) was used to calculate the attenuation of mufflers
43 to 46. In el)plying equation (B13) to the mufflers with

the co ia the center (mufflers 43, 44, and 46), the chambers
were cons[tiered to be the equivalent of chanlbers of twice the

cross-sectional at'ca and half the length of the actual chambers.

Thus m was replaced by 2m, $2 by 282, an(l l_ by ½12in making
the calculations. The value of Co for these mufflers was

first assumed equal to the meastu'ed Co value for inuffier 4l,
because the hole configurations were identical. The result-

ing attenuation curves are shown by the solid lines in figure
13 (e). The calculated curves (solid lines) did not give the

correct resonant fi'equencies. Consideration of the sketches
of these muflh,rs indicated that it. was prot)ably incorrect to

assume a constant co for this group of mufflers.

A simple consideration can be used to show that the co is
a function not only of the connector but also of the objects
which it connects. Consider a thin baffle, containing a

small orifice, placed in a tube of very large diameter. The

co of the orifice then equals the orifice diameter. If, now,
the diameter of the large tul)e be continuously decreased
until it reaches the orifice diameter, the same orifice will

simply form part of the tube and the Co will be infinite. In

figure 13 (c), the effective area ratio between the exhaust
pipe and tile outer chamber varies from 27.7 to 4.3, and it
seems reasonable to expect that as this ratio decreases and

the pipe and clmml)er areas become better matched tile Co,
for the same orifices, will increase. As a test of this reason-

ing, the attenuation was calcltlated for muffler 43 by using
c0=6.60 anti for mufflers 44, 45, and 46 by using tile limiting
value cn=_'. Comparison of the dashed and solid curves

with the exl)erimental data shows that the Co must be much

higher for these mufflers than for muffler 41.
A comparison of the simple resonator theory with tile

more exact plane-wave theory will help to define the limita-

tions of the simple theory, which is a "h,mped impedance"

theory. The impedance of the volume chamber is given as

pC-- i _ cot kl:

by the plane wave or "distributed iml)edance" theory (note
second term of eq. (Bl2)). If the assumption is made that

tan kl:=kl2= c I_., the chamber impedance becomes

pc2 _ ,oc_

This is the value used in the lumped-impedance theory, and
the difference in chamber impedance is the only difference
between the two theories. When lo is one-eighth of the

sound wave length, this difference is about 10 percent of

the chamber impedance, attd the error increases as tile ratio
I:/X increases. Because cot kl., is a cyclic function, the

distributed-impedance theory predicts a series of resonant

frequencies, whereas only a single resonant frequency is

predicted l)y the lumped-ilnpedance theory. The experi-
mental results show that with the appropriate value fro" co

the distril)uted-impedanee theory is valid throughout the

frequency range for mufflers 43 to 46, inclusive.

Comparison of the two theories indicates that the lumped-

impedance theory is valid in the region near and below the
first resonant frequency if l: is less than one-eighth of the

wave length at the resonant fi'equency. In order to compare
further tile two theories, tile attenuation of muffler 41 has

been calculated by both methods. The value of co, computed

by the distributed-impedance theory h'om the measured

resonant frequency, was found to be almost double the value
that was used in the lumped-impedance calculation (fig.

13 (c)). The attenuation calculated with this higher value

of Co in tile distributed-impedance equation (B13), however,
differed from that calculated with the lumped-impedance

equation by a maximum of only 1.4 decibels at a frequency

of 700 cbq'les per second. Thus, in the case of mumer 41,
the lumped-impedance theory has been extended to a case
where 12 is 0.175 times the resonant wave length l)y the

expedient of using a fictitious value of co that is much lower

than the actual co as given l)y the distributed-impedance

theory. Thi._ fictitious value of Cowas determined by using

the equation

from the lumped-impedance theory and by using the meas-

ured resonant frequency to determine k,.

A comparison of the results for mulPters 44 and 45 shows
that the attenuation region between two consecutive pass

regions is wider when the conductivity is in the center of
the muffler than when it is at one end, itecause of a decrease

in the effective chamber length and an increase in tile effec-
tive area ratio. The effect of the difference in ehanlber

length, which changes the resonant frequency, can be elimi-

nated by dividing the width of the attenuation region for a
particular muffler by the resonant frequeney of that muffler.

A comparison on this basis shows that in the first attenuation
band muffler 44 provides l0 decibels or more of attenuation

over a frequency range of al)out 1.2 times the resonant

frequency, while muffler 45 provides this attenuation over a
range of only 0.8 times the resonant frequency. This
difference in relative width of the attenuatioa bands is due

to the (lifference in the effective area ratios. .Xluttlers based

on this phenomenon of plane-wave resonance of the ehaml)ers
are disc_,ssed further in a subsequent section of this report.

Venturi-shaped central tube.--The data that have been

presented show that the width of the attenuation band can
be increased by increasing the value of the attenuation

parameter vc0_oV/2S. It is ohviously possible to increase the
value of this parameter without increasing the external size
of a muffler if the area S is reduced. A significant reduction

of the exhaust-pipe and tailpipe area is, however, impractical
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broadening of the attenuation region as the value of the

attenuation parameter is increased while the resonance
parameter _o/V is kept constant. Tile resonant frequency

was constant as predicted by the theory. Viscous forces were
omitted from the calculations for these and all other mufflers

shown in figure 13.

A similar investigation was made with the resonators

tuned for a higher frequency and with orifices used for the
connector instead of tubes (fig. 13 (b)). All four mufflers

were designed for a resonant frequency of 280 cycles pet'

second, bu.t mufllers 40 and 41 resonate at higher frequencies.

In each of these two mufflers the conductivity was much

higher than was expected. This result illustrates a serious
problem in muffler design--that of predicting the conduc-

tivity of a gToup of orifices. This problem is considered

further after the multiple-resonator data have been discussed.
The calculated curves for mufflers 40 and 41 were obtained

by using the co as determined from the measured resonant

frequency and the chamber vohune. No definilc resonant

fi'equcncy was observed for muffler 42.
The measured attenuation of mufflers 41 and 42 falls

below the calculated curves in the region near 600 cycles per
second. The chamber is about one-half wave length long at

this frequency and thus violates the theoretical assumption

that the dimensions of the chamber are small compared to
the wave length of the sound. Muffler 40, however, does not

show this loss of attenuation at 600 cycles per second.
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FIr;VRE 13.--Continued.

Effectof varying the chamber length and connector lo-a-

tionwith the chamber volume constant.--Agroup of mufflers

was invesiigate(l in which the length and diameter of the
resonator chamber and the location of the connector were

varie(I while hohling the chaniber vohime and the connector

configuration eonslant. (fig. 13 (e)). The measured attenua-

tion of muffler 41 a_ecs with the calculated values except for
the previously mentioned (lip at 600 cycles per second. The

resonator theory gives the same calculated attenuation for

all of the mufflers shown in figure 13 (c). Actually no two of
the five nluf]]ers have the same measured attenuation. The

explanation is found in the length of these inufficrs. At the

fi'equency at which muffler 41 resonates, the length of muffler

43 is about two-thirds of lhe sound wave length; therefore,
it seems necessary to consider the wave nature of the sound.

With this consideration, it is found that, when the distance

fi'om the connector t,o the end of the chamber is approxi-
mately one-fourth wave length, the reflection from the clbse(l

end of the chamber is 1S0 ° out of phase witii the incoming

prcsstire wave at the connector location. This results in
high attenuation. For the configuration of muffler 43
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for most aircraft engines because of/lie resultant increase in

engine back pressure. An idea for avoiding this difficulty
has nevertheless been devised. It was believed that a

significant decrease in the central-tube area at the connector
location might be obtained without excessive back pressure

if the central tube of the muffler were built in the shape of a
venturi with the connector located at the throat. The

acoustics of such a muffler were investigated by designing

and testing a nu,[fler with the same external dimensions as
muffler 40 but with a venturi-shaped central tube which

reduced the area at the connector by a factor of four. The

data of figure 13 (d) show that the modified muffler 47

provides much more attenuation than muffler 40. This
increase is particularly striking in the region above the

resonant frequency. For comparative purposes, a theoretical

curve is shown which gives the attenuation of a muffler
having the same vahws of co and V as muffler 47 but which

has an exhaust pipe of constant diameter equal to the

minimum diameter (1.5 in.) of the pipe of muffler 47. For

frequencies above about 70 percent of the resonant frequency,
muffler 47 provides approximately the attenuation of such

a muffler. Thus, in eases where some additional back

pressure is I)ermissible, the venturi-shaped central tube is a
powerful means for increasing the attenuation of a muffler

of fixed external dimensions. Design curves based on
equation (B10) show that a significant attenuation increase

is obtained if the area is reduced by a factor of two.

._tULTU'LE_SONATOnS

If it is desired to increase the amount of attenuation from

a resonator-type muffler, one obvious possibility is to com-
bine two or more resonators in a single muffler. A muffler

of this type with two consecutive identical resonators is
discussed in reference 8. An equation for the attenuation

is included along with other approximate equations useful in

the preliminary design of such mufflers. The attenuation

equation of reference S has been modified in appendix B

(eq. (BI5)) to emphasize the important parameters. In
addition to the attenuation parameter -(c_"/2S and the

resonance parameter -_c0(V, the distance between connectors

It is found to be a third important parameter. The attenua-
tion is directly proportional to the number of resonant

chambers in the inuffler. The validity and range of appli-

cation of this attenuation equation have been investigated
by testing a group of mufllers of the multiple-resonator

type (fig. 14).
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FIGURE 13.--Concluded.

Effect of number of chambers.--The calculated and meas-

ured attenuation characteristics of mufflers composed of
one, two, and three consecutive resonators are shown in

figure 14 (a). For the single-chamber resonator, muffler 48,
the attenuation has been calculated by both the multiple-

resonator equation and t.he equation used in the preceding

section for single resonators. The single-resonator eql,ation
is fairly accurate for wave lengths longer than 41_ but is

considerably in error for shorter wave lengths (higher fre-

quencies). As would be expected, however, it does predict

the resonant frequency. The multiple-chamber equation is

inaccurate through most of the range but predicts the
resonant frequency and the pass frequencies accurately.

Inasmuch as the multiple-resonator formula is derived for
an infinite filter of identical chambers, the experimental

results show that a single resonator produces less attemtatio'_

than is predicted for one resonator of an infinite filter.
The data for mufflers 49 and 50 show that the attenuation

increases with the mm_ber of chambers. Limitations of the

apparatus prevented the measurement of the extremely high

peak attenuation of these mufflers. General a_'eement with
the theory is fotmd except at the higher frequencies. There

is some question as to the cause of the loss of attenuation

at high frequencies. Since the attemmtion, even though
less than predicted, is still quite high, it is not certain that

failure of the attenuation equation is responsible. Vibration

of the muffler wails may be transmitting high-frequency

sound into the tailpipe. Also, the leakage of external noise
into the microphone at, the measuring stations, which limited

the maximum measurable attenuation at rower freque!icies

to about 50 decibels, may have increased at the higher
frequencies, so that the measurable attenuation is limited
to somewhat less than 50 decibels.
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Effect of diameter with resonance parameter constant.-
If the diameter of the muffler is increased while the resonance

parameter remains constant, the value of the attenuation

parameter will increase. The experimental data of figure
14 (b) confirm the theoretical prediction that this increase
in the value of the attenuation parameter will result in an

increase in both the magnitude of the attenuation and the

width of the first attenuation band. The low frequency
cutoff occurs at lower frequencies as the diameter is in-

creased. The cutoff frequency for these three mufflers has

been computed in three different ways. The results are
shown in the following table:

Values of f,

.Muffler
Equation

Exact Al)I_r°ximate (B3) of ref-
(eq. (B15)) (eq. (Bl6))

erence 8

51 _7. 0 gT. 3 1-16.5
52 6,3.2 63.5 93.8
53 40.1 40.4 45.7

This table shows that for" these particular mufflers equa-
tion (BI6) is sufficiently accurate for preliminary design

calculations The assumption made in obtaining equation
(B3) of reference 8, however, is not permissible for these
mufflers.

Although both mufflers 51 and 52 show a sharp drop in

measured attenuation at the predicted cutoff frequency, the

attenuation does not drop to zero until well below the pre-
dicted cutoff frequency. This lack of a_eement may be

due to the fact that the mufflers had only two chamber's,
whereas the theoretical cutoff frequency was based on an

infinite number of chambers. It is known that for a single

chamber the cutoff frequency is zero, and it seems plausible
that.f, may approach the predicted value only as the number
of chambers becomes 'large.
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Effect of length.--Muffiers 53 and 54 differ in both length
and volume but the resonance parameter has been kept con-
stant (fig. 14(c)). Comparison of these two mufflers shows

that increasing the length decreases the frequency at whicil
the first upper pass band occurs. The attenuation character-

istics of muffler 55 are of an altogether different type. i'ql
has been pointed out in comlection with single resonator_
that an attenuation curve of this type is characteristic of

mufflers in which the plane-wave nature of the sound in the

chamber is predominant. %[uffler 55 is so long that the
plane-wave resonance occurs in the chamber's at a lower.

frequency than the volmne resonance. Consequently, it
has been necessary to consider the wave nature of the sound
field in the chambers in making the calculations. This was

accomplished by making use of equation (B12) for the branch
impedance. The dashed curve shows the attenuation of

two chambers of an infinite filter and was obtained by sub-
stituting equation (B12) for Z_ in equation (Bl4). The
solid curve shows the attenuation of a two-chamber muffler

terminated by an infinite tailpipe and was obtained by using
equation (C8) in equation (C7). The branch impedance
was again obtained from equation (B12). The attenuation

of muffler 54 has also been computed by using equation

(BI2) for the branch impedance. The results, shown by the
dashed cm've, indicate that the sudden increase in attenuation

at frequencies of 320 and 600 cycles per second is due to
length resonance in the chambers.
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Muffler 56 differs physically from muffler 54 in length

alone. This decrease in length, however, affects all three

muffler parameters. The result is an increase in the cutoff

frequency, an increase in the resonant frequency, an increase
in the width of the first attenuation band, and an increase in

the width of the first upper pass band.

Effect of conductivity.--Figure 14(d) preseltts results for a

group of mufflers identical except for values of Co. In all
cases, tubes were used to obtain the conductivity. In

general, the effects of increasing the conductivity are cor-

rectly predicted by the theory. For instance, both the ex-

periment and the theoryshow that the cutoff and the resonant
frequencies are raised, the first attenuation band is widened,

and the first upper pass band is narrowed. The attenuation,
however, did not drop completely to zero at the calculated

cutoff frequency. Muffler 57, which had a very low con-

ductivity, failed to produce the high attenuation predicted
near the resonant frequency. This is believed to be due to

viscous effects. Another indication of the effect of viscosity

is obtained by comparing mufllePs 59 and 60. Although
both Inumers had the same values of Co,muffler 60, which had
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larger diameter tubes, gave more attenuation at frequencies
near resonance. The first attentmtion band extended to

higher frequencies than were predicted for both of theso

mufflers, although the attenuation was less Ihan 10 decibe]s

at these higher frequencies.

Figure 14 (c) shows results from a _m'oup of mufflers similar

to those shown in figure 14(d). In this case, however, orifices
were used to obtain the conductivity. The trends are quite

similar to those shown in figure 14(d). Note from the ex-

perimental data that, if the value of co is suf[iciently high,
the first upper pass band is narrowed until it is ahnost elim-

inated. At the same time, however, the cutoff frequency
is continually increased.

Elimination of the first upper pass band.--Consideration of

equation (Bl5) indicates that it might be possible to elimi-

nate the first upper pass band (sin kh=0) by choosing<

"f=l when sin kll=O. A I
the resonant frequency such that.f,

case of this type is shown in the design curve for k,l_=T. In
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tile usual construction of muflh,rs of this tyI)e , howeve,',
tile chamber length is equal to l_. Then when k,./,=r,

/ rk, 2-----_ and the wave length is one-half the chamber length.

Therefore, the chamlwr cannot properly be considered as a

hnnped impedance at the resonant frequency. If plane-wave

7r =-_/2motion is assumed in the chamber, k, will approach _

only as the value of e. approaches infinity (see eq. (I_12)).

In order to determine whether it is possible in practice to
eliminate 'die first upper pass band, muffler 67 was built.

This muffler was tested after most of the data presented

herein had been analyzed. In order to allow the measure-
ment of higher values of attenuation than those in the

previous tests, the experimental apparatus was reassembled
in another location with tim loud-speaker outside the room

in which the measurements were made. The exhaust pipe
entered the room through a hole in the wall which was

sealed with sponge rubber. The tailpipe extended out the

other end of ,,e room tlu'ough a similar hole. With this

arrangement, it was possible to measure an attenuation of
65 decibels.

Two theoretical curves are presented in figure 14(f). The
solid curve, which shows the complete elimination of the

pass band, was calculated for c0=,_. The dashed curve,

which shows a very narrow pass region, was calculated for
c0=9.95. The experimental points follow the solid curve

up to about 340 cycles per second. In the critical first

upper pass region, however, the measured attenuation drops

fi'om 65 decibels at 340 cycles per second to 29 decibels at
360 cycles per second, then rises sharply to 51 decibels at

380 cycles per second, drops again to 24 decibels at 400

cycles per second, and then begins to rise again. Both
the initial drop and the final rise parallel the dashed curve

(c0=9.95), but the theory gives no explanation for the

intermediate peak attenuation of 51 decibels which occurs
at the point where the dashed curve goes to zero. Of

course the actual behavior of a muffler in this ve W critical

region cannot be accurately predicted without including

¢=1
viscous terms in the impedances. When/, the branch

reactance is zero, and when sin kll=O the pipe reactance

is zero. Since these events both occur at nearly the same

---'-_ Tneoreticol
o Meosured

0 2oo 400 6oo
(f) Frequency,/, CpS

(f) Effect of setting resonant frequency equal to first pass frequency

(k,l,=-a.). Equation (BI2) in (BI4).

Fml-ne 14.--Conchlded.
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frequency for muffler 67, only the resistances are left to

control the sonmt flow. Therefore, it is inaccurate to
neglect them in tiffs region.

The points at about 360 and 400 cycles per second were

determined by careful survey to be points of minimum
attenuation. Thus, the experimental results prove that it

is possible to obtain significant attenuation in a frequency

region which is normally a pass band. The second upper
pass band, however, was not eliminated.

CONDUCTIVITY PREDICTION

The resuhs that have been presented show that the con-

ductivity is a VmT important physical quantity which
enters into tile determination of both the resonant fre-

quency and the amount of attenuation for resonator-type

mufflers. It is unfortunate, therefore, that the conductivity
stlould be, as has been mentioned in the section entitled

"Theory," a somewhat elusive quantity to predict. In an

attempt to eliminate some of the uncertainty regarding

the prediction of c0, it was colnputed by the following equation
for those vohune-controlled resonators which showed a

well-defined resonant frequency:

7r(12

co= G + fla

Two vahles for 0, x/2 and _'/4, were used. Where more

than one connecting element was usM, the calculated con-

ductivity of a single element was multiplied by n, the munber
of elements. The results of this calculation are tabulated

in table III along with the values of co, that are listed beside

the corresponding attenuation curves. In each case, the

listed co was used in calculating tlw theoretical curve•

The data of table III indicate that, within the range of

this investigation, when tube connectors are used, fl may be

TABI,E III.--COMPARISON OF CALCULATED co VAI,UES

WITll c0 VALUES lASTED IN FIGURES 12 TO 14

.Munter

[Number

I0{ COI_II_g-

I tots |_.'r
, t,h;_m Tt'_,r

Nllrll I_,r

Of {?ham-

t_.,rs

It, IlL

I

2f/, ill,

C:ficlfiated ¢._, It

1Ast}tl ca,

"['LIb_' COIl[ll%*lfll " |O ch_t|lll:R,r

24
25

29
30
3!
32
33
a4

59

I

4
4 2
4 2

ti. &
&.$
6._
2.16
6, S
6. S

• 43
13. fi
3,.0
I._
1.75
1.¢_;

•25
1,00
3.00

2. 0 0 11:14 0, 031
"2.0 , I)34 .4'Xll
2.0 .034 .031
2. o . (1_9 .O70
1.1) .1109 .009
3. o ,074 . o_p,
2,0 ,215 . 131
2.0 .01;',, .017

1.0 .039 .032
1.0 , L_II .0"2fi
1.5 ,011dl .052

.5 ,147 .102
1.0 .1_ _, .147
1.5 .1,':4 .141

0._
.tk3t_
.0308
• 07_
.00f_
• _4
• 13_
.0172
.0308
.030_
.0_
._2
.1_
.140
•140

Orifice oonneetor 1o cham_,r

39
40
47
51
52

62
63

2
6

10
1
4
8
3
7

0.0,5
•D5
• 05
• 05
•05
• 05
• 05
• 05

1.0
1.0

50

so I
.',0 I

0. 29_;
• as7
,_'14
• Ofw3
• '2fi.S
• 52)9
• 19_
• 463
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• _70

•_

• 25g

O. 151
•676
• 741
• 041
.166
• 332
.111
• 271
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MUFFLERS FOR A 12-INCH EXHAUST PIPE

All equations which have I)eelt presented include, in one

malmer or another, tile assumption that the dimensions of
certain elements are small compared to the sound wave

length. In order to determine /.lie effe('t of violating this

assumption, three mufflers were designed for installalion in
a 12-inch-diameter extlaust pipe (fig. 17). Muffler 75 is a

large expansion-ellamber-type muffler. Inasmuch as the

wave motion is accounted for in tile expansion-chamber

equation, it might seem, at first, that no size assumption has
been made. The discussion of expansion chambers, how-

ever, showed that the plane-wave assumption carried an

implicit assumption regarding the diameter. For muffler 75
the critical frequency for the first radial mode of vibration

is 463 cycles per second. The experimental results show a

loss of attenuation between 400 and 500 cycles per second.
Below 400 cycles the calculations and experiment are in fair

agreement, except that the effective length of the chamber

seems to be somewhat shorter titan the actual length.
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Muffler 76 is a double resonator and muffler 77 is a single
resonator. For both of these mufflers, the lack of agreement

between calculations and experiment is quite pronounced.

The results show that it is possible to obtain attenuation in

pipes of this size but they also show that, because of the
assumptions made, the equations used in this report are not

adequate to predict this attenuation. Calculations for such
mttfflers must include consideration of other vibrational

modes in addition to the plane-wave mode.

1I. FINITE TAILPIPE

For the first part of this investigation, a reflection-free
muffler termination (an effectively infinite tailpipe) was used
in order to reduce the number of variables involved. In

some cases a muffler or filter in a long duct or pipe line may

have an essentially reflection-free termination. Engine
mufflers, however, must be terminaled in a tailpipe of finite

length in actual practice. In Part II of this report, there-

fore, a method is presented which permits the tailpipe to be
included in the muffler calculations. The validity of this

method has been investigated experimentally by testing four
mufller-tailpipe combinations. The dilneusions of these
mufflers are within the limits for which the basic muffler

theory has been shown to be valid in Part I. The apparatus

used in the tailpipe investigatrion is described briefly and the
results of the tests are discussed.

THEORY

The problem of radiation from an unflanged circular pipe
has been solved for the case where the incident sound is of

the plane-wave mode (ref. 11). It is possible by use of this

information to compute the tailpipe impedance and,. thus, to
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taken as r/2 with sufficient accuracy for design purposes.
In the case of orifice connectors, the results are not so

conclusive. In general, however, it appears that B call be

taken as r/2 if otdy a few orifices are used. The experi-

ments indicate that, as the number of orifices is increased,

the conductivity per orifice tends to increase (compare
mufflers 39 and 40, or mufflers 51 and 47). The determi-

nation of an accurate method of pre(licting the value of c0

for a group of orifices would require a study of such param-

eters as the number, diameter, and spacing of the orifices
as well as the diameter of the central tube. Until the

results of such research become available, however, the

designer should, wherever possible, use only a few tubes or

orifices, unless he has available the relatively simple equip-
ment required to determine the resonant frequency experi-

mentally after construction of a sample muffler.

TUNED TUBES

Two acoustical circuit configurations have been considered

which make use of the velocity at which plane sound waves

travel to obtain interference and resulting attenuation.
Side-branch tubes.--The first of these configurations con-

sists of a side branch of constant area with the end closed.

At a frequency for which such a tube is, for instance, one-

quarter wave length long, a wave traveling from the exhaust
pipe to the closed end and back to the exhaust pipe will

an.ire in phase opposition to the incoming wave in the

exhaust pipe. The interference between the two waves
results in attenuation. Appendix B gives the equation for

the attenuation of mufflers of this type (eq. (B13)). The
attenuation characteristics of three of these mufflers are

presented in figure 15. For each of these mufflers the tube
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Equation (BI3).

diameter is equal to tile exhaust-I)ipe (liameter so that the
area ratio m is one. Although attenuation above 20 (lecibels

can be obtained, this high attenuation is limited to very

narrow frequency I)ands. Consequently, the mufflers shown
in figure 15 wouh] not be suitable for variable-speed engines.

The analysis of the results obtained with resonator-type

mufflers has shown that several of these mufflers with high
ratios of length to diameter exhibit the characteristic be-

havior of tuned-tube mufflers (mufflers 43, 44, 45, and 46

of fig. 13 (c) and muffler 55 of fig. 14 (c)). These mufflers
had much wider attenuation bands than the tuned tubes of

figure 15. The calculations show that this increase in the
width of the attenuation band is a direct result of the in-
creased area ratio m.

Quineke tubes.--The second type of tune(I-tube muffler is
commonly known as the Quincke tube. It consists of two

tubes of different lengths connected in parallel, with the

combination inserted in series with the exhaust pipe. This
arrangement is discussed in reference 1. Because of the

characteristics of sharp tuning and narrow attenuation
bands, an arrangement of this type seems unsuitable for an

engine-exhaust muffler. Consequently, no mufflers of this

type were included in this investigation.

CO._mNATmNS

After investigating several types of mufflers, a few

mufflers were tested which either combined two of the types
or combined two or more sections of different size but of the

same type. .Mufflers 71 and 72 combined a resonator with an

expansion chamber (fig. 16 and fig. 1 (d)). The results show
the importance of the location of the conductivity for, al-

though the nmffiers are identical in all other respects, the

attcmmtion of muffler 71 is much higher than that of muffler

72. Apparently the entrances to the two chambers are too

close together in the case of muffler 72. The theory (appen-

dix C, eq. (C18)) correctly predicts the better effectiveness
of muffler 71.

It appeared probable that the requirement of a very broad
attenuation region could best be satisfied by combinations of

resonators which were tuned to different frequencies. Con-

sequently an altenuat.ion equation was developed for a
combination of two resonators (appendix C, eqs. (C3) to

(C7)), and one such combination was investigated experi-

mentally (muffler 73). This muffler is shown in figure 16

and in figure 1 (e). The results show an attenuation of more
than l0 decibels over an mdnterrupted frequency band of

width equal to about six times the lowest frequency of the
band, in spite of the fact that this muffler is relatively small

(12-inch diameter and 12-inch length). Muffler 73 was also

tested in the reverse position (muffler 73R), with the high-

frequency chamber to the front. The results show no ap-

preciable difference except in the region below the first

resonant frequency.

Muffler 74 is effectively a combination of four tuned tubes.
The internal details of this muffler are shown in figure 1 (f).

Although some attenuation is obtained over a wide frequency

band, the attenuation spectrum consists of a series of very

sharp peaks and hollows.
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introduce the tailpipe into the muffler calculations. A less
accurate, but somewhat simpler, method is to add an end

correction of 0.61 times the pipe radius to tile length of the
pipe and to assume that the pipe is terminated in a zero

impedance (total reflection) with a phase shift of 180 °
between the incident and reflected waves. This method is

justified at sufficiently low frequencies, because the reflection
coefficient approaches unity as the frequency approaches

zero. In order to determine the frequency range within
which this approximation is applicable, the attenuation of a

single-chamber resonator with a tailpipe has been calculated

by both methods. The results (table IV) show that the

approximation gives results within less than 0.1 decibel for
frequencies up to 520 cycles per second. The attenuation

curve is plotted in figure 18 (a). Note that tile calculations

have been made for c=2000 fps. This value is typical of

the speed of sound in the hot exhaust gas from an aircraft

engine. Tile attenuation has been base(I oil the ratio of
the absolute values of the incident-wave pressure just ahead

of the conductivity openings and the inei(lent-wave pressure
in the tailpipe. The equation used for the approximate

calculation is developed in appen(lix D (eq. (D10)).

Before proceeding fiu'ther with the consideration of tail-

pipe effects, some discussion is necessary concerning this
basis fox"calculating the attenuation. The user of a muffler

ordinarily thinks of the attenuation due to a muffler as being

the difference, at some point in t]le open air, between the
sound level from an open exhaust pipe and the sound level

after a muffler has been installed. The sound pressure in

the open air due to an ot)cn exhaust pipe or a tailpipe is,
at a given frequency, directly proportional to the pressure

TABLE IV.--COMPARISON OF TWO METHODS FOR CALCU-
LATING TIIE ATTENUATION OF A SINGLE-RESONATOR
MUFFLER WITlt TAILPIPE

[Muffler constants: c0=0,_l [t; I'=0.3.'t$ ItS; c=2000 fps;
'l'ailpip¢ length=20 in.; N'=0.0247 Sll fl]

Attenuation, db

Frequency. f,

cps

2O
41)

f_

_0

Calculations

ilSiilll Pxilct tall-

pipe lnlpt, dan¢'¢

--0.81

--4.10

-9.63

-2.24

C alcuhtlions

using approxi-

nlale lailpip¢

ltnlledance

-0. _1

--4.10

-9.6,5

--2. 24
10D

tL_q

IlO

160

lgO
2OO

22O

240 !
260

2SO

3O0
320

340

360

380

-104)

t20

440

44"_)
480

50O

520

540

5¢,0

,'38O

6OO

5.09 5,10

9, 86 9. 87

13.67 13.67

17.09 17.10

20.2_ ,'2'0.,'29,

23.37 .'29. 37
27.08 27.09

31.3_ 31.39

37.35 37.36

33.14 33.16
29. 35 .m3. 37

26. 63 ._, 67

24.45 24.48

22.39 22.41

20.30 20.33

18.27 I_. 30

16.00 16.03

13.37 13.39

1O. 32 10.34
6.34 6.3,3

--.42 --.5_

--14.29 --17.06

--.45 --.40

4.55 4.65

of the incident wave traveling in the pipe. Therefore, the
attenuation can also be defined as the difference between

tile sound-pressure levels of the incident waves inside the

open exhaust pipe and the tailpipe. It has been shown that

the reflection coefficient from the end of an open exhaust

pipe is nearly unity for the frequency range of this investi-
gation. Also, for frequencies at which the attenuation of a

muffler is high, there is a vet"3- strong reflection from the

conductivity location back into the exhaust pipe. (See
table I.) Now consider an engine to which .<u'e attached

alternately an open exhaust pipe and another exhaust pipe
of tile same length as the open pipe but one that is termi-
nated in a muffler anti tailpipe. The reflected waves in the

exhaust pipes are very strong in both cases; furthernmre,
tile same sound source is feeding the two exhaust pipes and

tile pipes have tile same length; therefore, it follows that

the incident waves will have about the same strength.
Thus, it is possible, in approximation, to calculate the

attenuation as the difference between the sound-pressure
levels of the incident wave entering the muffler in the

exhaust pipe and the incident wave leaving tile muffler iu
the iailpipe. This approximation shouhl be valid in tile

frequency range for which the open-pil)e reflcct iou coefficient

is near unity and for which the nlultlcr also provides attenu-

ation of the order of 15 decibels or more. Although the
exhaust-pipe length lias a very definite effect on the sound

characteristics of a complete engine-exhaust system, it is
possible by this method to separate tile effect of the exhaust-

pipe length from tile rest of the system. Since the open

exhaust pipe itself reflects a large part of the sound, it is
entirely possible that under certain conditions a muffler could

permit more sound to escape than does the open exhaust

pipe, witli a resultant negative attenuation. A negative
attcmlation value, unttcr the present dcfinition of attenu-

ation, does not imply that sound energy has been created
inside the muffler; it means simply that the percentage of

tile sonnd energy which I'eaclies tile atnmsphere is greater
with the muffler installed than it is without the muffler.

Consideration of equation (DI0) (appendix D) has led to

an idea which may permit the elimination of the first upper
tailpipe pass band of a single-chaniber-resonator muffler. If

the resonator is tuned to the usual pass frequency, then, when
kl,=x, both the tailpipc impedance and the resonator im-

pedance will equal zero. In this event tile pass frequency
may be eliminated. A calculation has been made for a

muffler identical with the multler of figure 18 (a), except for
thc large change in conductivity required to tune the reso-

nator to the frequency at which kl,: r. The results shown in
figure 18 (b) indicate that the width of the attenuation band

is nearly doubled. At the same time, however, the cutoff

frequency is increased slightly and the nmg'nitude of the at-

tenuation is lowered in the low-fi'equency region. Although

no experimental data arc available for this mufficr, it seems
possible, in view of the experimental results for muffler 67

(fig. 14 (f)), tliat some attenuation may be obtained near the

resonant fl'equcncy, with the resultant elimination of tim
first upper tailpipe pass band.

The case of a single expansion cllamber with a finite tail-
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pipe has also been eonsi(lered, and an equation is presented

in apl)endix D for the attenuation of st,eh a re(tiller.

MUFFLERS

Sketches of the nlttlller-tailpipe combinations that were

used in t he experiment al invest igat ion of t he effect of tailpit)e

length are shown in figure 19. These mutiters were (lesigned

for use on a particular aireraft engine. The design of these
muttlers will be dis('ussed later in the report in connection

with a test of these nu,lllers on the engine for which th_,y were
designed. The mullh, rs were made fi'om }i'rin('h mild steel.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

The experimental investigation of the effect of the tailpipe
was eonduct(,d outdoors in an open area and in eahn air.

In these tests, as in the t)n,vious experiments, the air inside
the mufflers was at the ambient teml)erature and there was

no steady air flow. Ih,nee, these tests win be referred to as

"cold tests." The apparatus that was used is shown

schenmtiea]ly in figure 20. The e]ectronic equipment in-
eluded an audio oscillator, a power amplifier, a speaker, an

oscilloscope for monitoring the wP.ve form, and a sound-level
meter.

The cold-test data were obtained by sending sound waves
at a single frequency alternately into a muilh,r and into an

open exhaust pipe and I)y taking the difference between the
sound-pressure level observed in the open air at a distance of

20 inches from the outlet of the muffler tailpipe and that
observed at a distance of 20 inehes from the outlet of the

open exhaust pipe. In order to insure that the mufflers were

tested for the same wave lengths in the coht test as in the

_ubsequent engine test, the cohl-test fl'equeneies were a(l-

iusted to produce the wave lengths for which the mufflers

were designed. In the presentation of the cold-test results,
the experimental frequencies arc muhiplied by the ratio of

803

the soni(' vcloeity in the actual exhaust gas to the sonic
velocity in the cohl test in order to eo'Teet for the temi)eratur e

dilt'erenre I)etw(,en the two conditions. For the cold test,
the frequency range was from 30 cycles per second to 400

cycles l)e," second; for the engine test. the frequency range
having equal wave h,ngths is 52 to 700 eyeles per second.
The a,nl)ient noise level for the cold tests was al)out 60
decibels.
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RESULTS

The experimental results obtained from the muffler cold
tests and the theoretical attenuation predicted for each

muffler are shown in figure 21. The theoretical curves for

mufflers 78, 79, and 80, which were computed from equation
(D10), show that these mufflers were designed to have
chamber resonances (points of maximum attenuation) at

approximately 280 cycles per second and tai]pipe resonances

at about 400, 580, and 580 cycles per second, respectively.
A comparison of tile experimental and theoretical data

shows good aga'eement for these three mufflers. For ex-

ample, the higher frequency cutoff points, which are a func-

tion of tailpipe length, are seen to fall very close to the pre-
dicted frequencies; furthermore, the measured attenuation
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FZGVaE 21.--Cold-test data and theoretical curves for mu_ers

tested.

falls near that computed theoretically at all frequencies ex-

cept those near the computed chamber resonance. The

mufflers were not expected to provide the infinite attenua-
tion calculated at the chamber resonant frequency, the cal-

culated infinite valu._s occurred only because the viscous
forces were neglected in order to simplify the calculations.

With this limitation, it may be concluded that equation
(D10) is valid for predicting the attenuation characteris-

tics for muffier-tailpipe coinbinations under the cold-test
conditions.

The (iouble-clmmber resonator curve computed for muffler

81 shows two chamber resonant frequencies and no high-

frequency tailpipe pass bands. The difference between the
curve shapes for the single-chanlber and double-chamber

mufflers is, of course, due to the changes in the acoustical
circuit. The attenuation for muffler 81 was computed by

substituting the tailpipe impedance i.\', from appendix D
for the impedance Z6 in the equations given for a combina-

tion of two resonators in appendLx C and working out the

expression for the attenuation.

For the cold tests, the two largest mufflers (mufflers 80

and 81) were wrapped with several layers of felt. :In the

absence of the felt wrappings, the maximuln attemmtion was
limited to about 25 to 30 decibels by the radiation from the
_6-inch-thick outer walls. Reduction of this radiation

would be an important factor in the design of a muffler from

which a higher attenuation is desired.

III. APPLICATION TO MUFFLER DESIGN

VARIABLES DEPENDENT ON OPERATING CONDITIONS

Under the conditions of the investigations discussed in

Parts I and II of this report, acoustic theoD" has been shown

to predict the performance of several types of mufflers
within a frequency range which is governed by the dinaen-
sions of the muffler elements. These investigations were

desi_led to allow the study of several of the dimensional
variables invoh'ed in exhaust muffling.

In order to isolate the effects of these variables, it was

necessary to eliminate certain other variables (lependent on

operating con(litions whirh couhl be separately investigated
at some future tim_,. The three major variables which have
not been discussed are exhaust-gas temperature, exhaust-gas

velocity, and exhaust-pipe sound pressure. A discussion of
these variabl,,s follows.

TEMPERATURE

The preceding investigations were made at. room tempera-

ture or at atmospheric temperature and the velocity of
sound was about 1,140 feet per second. The higher tem-

perature in the engine exhaust gas will result in a higher

sonic velocity. From the data of figure 8 of reference 9 and
from temperature measurements made during the engine

tests (lcscribed in Part IV of the present report, the sonic

velocity inside the tailpipe is estimated to be about 2,000
feet per second. It is believed that the primary effect of a

change in the exhaust-gas temperature is the cort'esponding

change in the velocity of sound. It is necessary in the de-
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sign of nluflh,rs to use the actual sonic velocity of tile ex-
haust gas. If tile exhaust-gas temperature is known, tile

approximate velocity of sound may be determined by using

the relation which has been found for air c=49-_I-" feet per
second, where 7" is the absohtte temperature on (lie Falu'en-
heat scale.

The calculations that have been presented have inehlded

tile tacit assumption that tile temperature and average den-

sity in tile muffler chambers are tile same as those in the
exhaust pipe. If sigatificant differences are found in prac-

tice, they can be accounted for by using the most accurate

available values for p and e at each element in calculating
tile impedance of that element. In this connection, it is

interesting to note that the impedance of a resonant cham-

ber is proportional to pd (eq. (B5)). But since c2 is propor-

tional to T and p is proportional to T -t, the chamber im-

pedance is indepemlent of T. The comwctor impedance is

a flmetion of T, bat. unless it is a long tube, tile connector
will be at the exhaust-gas temperature. Thus, for resonator-

type mufflers, a temperature difference between tile exhaust

pipe and the chamber wouhl be expected to have little effect
on the performance of the mutl%r.

EXHAUST-GAS VELOCITY

lit an aclual engine-exlmust-mufller installation the ex-

haust gas which transmits the sound is in motion, whereas in

the preceding investigations there was no net flow of air.
The actual ease may be considered to consist of an alternat-

ing. or sound, flow superimposed on a steady exhaust-gas

[tow. A theoretical approach to the problem of determining
tile effect of the steady flow on the acoustic characteristics

of an exhaust system has been made in reference 12. No

experinwntal data, however, are included. The conch,sion
of the theory is that tile velocity effect is a function of

_ 1--.112, where .lI is the Nlach number of tit(, exhaust flow.

If the theory is assumed to be essentially correct, the

following results are obtained.
Consider first the characteristics of the mutller itself. In

the useful range of expansion ratios, the exhaust-gas velocity
inside an expansion chamber is much lower than that in the

exhaust pipe. Because the permissible engine back pressure
limits the NIa('ll number in the exhaust pipe to a value con-

siderably less than 1, the Mach number inside the expa, nsion
chamber Will be so low that .11 "_is negligible when compared

with 1. Thus the exhaust velocity will have no appreciable
effect on the attenuation of a single expansion chamber. In

the case of muhiple expansion chanabers, however, the

exhaust-gas velocity in the connecting tubes may be high
enough to aher the inuflh, r cha,'acteristics significantly.

(See ref. 2 for experimental data.) In the r(,sonanL chamber
of a resonator-type mtttller there is no steady exhaust-gas

flow; therefore, the single resonator will not be affected by

exhaust-gas flow. In the case of multiple resonators, as in

multiple expansion chaml)ers, the impedance of the connect-

tug tubes will be affected by tile exhaust-gas velocity.
Consider next the tailpipe characteristics. The tailpipe

impedance will vary with the flow velocity. This will, of
('ourse, affect the attenuation of any practical muffler instal-

368555----56.-------55

litton. According to the theory, tile main effect of increased
exhaust velocity is to lower the resonent frequencies of the

tailpipe and to reduce tit(, attenuation due to the tailpipe at.
those frequencies for which the tailpipe iml)edance reaches a

maximum. On tile whole, these effects are probably rela-

tively small, inasmuch as the tailpipe resonant frequency is

reduced by only 9 percent at a Math number of 0.3, which
corresponds to an exhaust velocity of 600 feet per second

when c is 2,000 feet per second.

Note that most. of the preceding conehlsions regarding the

effect of exhaust-gas velocity must be regarded as tentative,
because they have been based on an unproved theory.

Furthermore, the experimental data of reference 2 tend to
cast some doubt on the validity of the theory. This uncer-

tainty shows tile need for additional research on the effects of

exhaust-gas velocity.

INCREASED SOUND PRESSURE

In the derivation of tile classical acoustic theory it is
assumed that, the sound pressures are very small in com-

parison with the static pressure of the medium (ref. 1).

This assumption is made in order to permit the linearization
of the differential equation of motion. However, in connec-

tion with engine tests previously made at this laboratory

(ref. 9) certain nonlinear effects were observed, particularly

the buildup of sharp wave fronts in long exhaust pipes as

evidenced I)y the explosive character of the sound from such

pipes. The detection of such nonlinear effects indicates
that the exhaust sound pressure inside the pipes is high

enough so that the classical linearized theory nmy give
results which are somewhat in error. Further study of the
behavior of aeoust, ic elements--resonators, orifices, and

tubes--in the presence of nonlinear sound ileitis is required

before the effects of very high sound pressures on the per-

formanee of an acoustic system will be qt,antitatively
known.

RELATIVE MERITS OF MUFFLER TYPES INVESTIGATED

None of the muffler types discussed should have excessive
back pressures if the exhaust pipe is the proper size because

the exhaust gas is not forced around sharp IS0 ° turns. Tilt,

expansion chambers will l)robably have the highest back
pressures of the types tested because of the energy losses in

the expansion and contraction processes but, at least for the

single expansion chaml)ers, this back pressure shouhl t)e
within allowable limits.

In general, single-chaml)er mutth, rs are useful where the

required frequency range is small; whereas, for high attent, a-
tion over a very wide frequency range, two or more different

chambers will be required in order to obtain attenuation at
the pass frequencies of the individual chambers and the

tailpipe.

Reference 7 indicates that, in the ease of engine exhausts

having large soun(1 pressures, mufflers of the expansion-

chamber type must be used, because tile attenuation of a
resonator is dependent on the existence of small sound pres-
sures. The experiments of reference 9, however, have shown
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that resonator mufflers can lie quite effective in an engine-

exhaust 'system, even though tile theoretical assumption of

small soun<l pressures is violated. (This assuml)tion is
actually made also in deriving the vquations for the attenua-

tion of expansion-chamber mufflers.) The muffler designer

is, therefore, not necessarily restricte(l to expansion cham-
bers. The answer to the question as to which type, for a

given muffler size and a given back pressure, is the more
effective depends in part upon the relative magnitudes of

the effects of high sound pressm'e and of exhaust-gas velocity

on the two types.
In case the adverse effects of high sound pressures are

found to be excessive for resonators, it is suggested that a

combination muffler, with the expansion chamber first in
order to reduce tit(, sound pressures entering the resonator,

may be most effective. (See muffler 67 of ref. 9.)

MUFFLER-DESIGN PROCEDURE

On the basis of the theory which has heen presented, a

nmttler-design l)rocedure was developed. Because some of

the iml)ortant variables have not I)cen investigated as yet,

the procedure must he judged by the results obtained in
l)ractical applications. 3[o(lifications of the procedure are
to he expecte([ as a result of CXl)crience gained in the apl)li-

cations. This prot'c(lure begins with the determination of

a required attcnuation spectrum, which defines the noise
reduction that the nmflter is expected to produce.

REQUIRED ATTENUATION SPECTRUM

The first stel) in mumer design is to determine, at a known
distance from the exhaust pipe, the sound-level spectrum

of the engine which is to be quieted. This should be done

at several speeds and loads within the opcrating range or,
at the very least, at the maximum and minimuna speeds of

the nornml operating range. In estimating the critical

operating conditions likely to be encountered from the stand-
point of noise, it is useful to rec_l.ll that for a particular engine
the magnitt,de of the noise is controlled largcly by the engine

torque, whereas the frequencies arc controlled hv the (,ngine

spec(! (refs. 8 and 9).
After the engine-noise si)cclrum has been detcrmine(I, an

ailowabh' spectrum shouhl I)e estahlislwd, consisting of the
nmximum allowable sound-pressure level as a function of

frequency. The fact that other noise sources (sut'h as engine
air intake, engine (.latter, and the propeller) place a practical
limit on the attainable reduction in overall airplane noise
will influence the choice of the allowal)le spectrum. As the

desired noise reduction increases, it becomes necessary to

treat nmre of these other noise sources. In particular, it

was necessary to treat both the engine exhaust and the

propeller to obtain significant noise reduction for the liaison

airplane of reference 8.
The difference t)etween the measured and allowable sl)ec-

trums will establish the minimum attenuation which is re-

quired at each frequency; this difference will be called the

required attenuation spectrum.

MUffLER SE'.ECT,OS

Coral)are the requirc(l SliCe(rum with the design curves

(figs. 22 to 24) end select from tht,se curves a muilh,," design
whi('h will provide somewhat more than the require(I at t(,nua-
tion throughout the frequency range. (The use of these

design curves will be discussed.) In the case of a single

expansion chaml)er or resonator, the tailpipe must be care-
fully selected. From the required cutoff frequency compute
the necessary tailpipe length hy using the al)proximate

equations which have heen presented (eq. (D6) or (DI2)).

Next, hv use of this tailpipe length, determine the location

of the high-frequency pass hands. If the first pass frequency
is too low, it will be necessary to choose a larger mulHer in
order that the tailpipe may be shortened or else to add

another chaml)er which will provide attenuation at tim

tailpipe pass frequency. If a double expansion clw.ml)er or

multil)le resonator has been selected, the apt)toxin(ate equa-
tions or the design (.urves may lie used to determine the
cutoff and pass frequencies. Several of the muffler tyt)es

may be consith're(l in this manner in or(h,r to delcvnaine
which will result in the smallest muffler that will provide the

require(I attenuation in a particular case. It is usually not
necessary to carry out detailed attenuation calculations
until the final configuration has been closely al)ln'oache(I.
The detailed cah.ulations will then provide a final (.hc(.k on

the theoretical suitability of the selected mutth,r.

A test of the chosen muffler installation on the engine may

show that modifications are require(I, owing to the intluen('e
of factors which have not l)ecn investigated as vet (in par-

ticular, the high exhaust-pipe soun,l pressures). Ew,n with
the assistance of the information presented in this relier(,

it is likely that a certain amount, of trial and (.rror will be

ne('essary in nmlllcr (h,sign whcn the goal is a very highly
efficient mutlh,r in terms of attenuation per unit of w(,ight

or volllnlc.

DESIGN CURVES

Thr(,(' sets of design curvt,s, showing the att.entlat.ioll of
mullh,rs ternlinat('(l with the (.haraeteristie l)il)e iml)('(hm('e

Z0, are presentctl in figures '2"2, 23, antl 24; these (.urv,,s have
been cah'ulatetl from (,qua(ions (AIO), (BlOt, and (BI5).

resp(,ctiv(,ly, of the al)pcndixes. ,'gimph' examph's will lie

given to indicate how IIt(,se charts can lit, used to eliminate
the need for detailed attenuation cah.ulations in the l)r(,limi-

nary stages of nnl[ller design.

SINGLE EXPANSION CHAMBER

Figure 22 shows tlw attent, ation of singh' expansion cham-
bers in terms of no,ulimcnsional l)arameters. The l)arameter

kl, is a coml)ination length and freqtlent'y l)aranleter. The

other parameter is the expansion ratio m.

Suppose that a mulller is (lesired to provitle a nlinimuna
attenuation of 10 decibels between frequencies of 101) anti

300 cycles per second. All expansion ratio of 9 will provide
10 decibels at kl,=0.S. At three times this value of l,'l, (i. e..

k1,=2.41, it will also provide about 10 decibels "l'h,s. m=9
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is satisfactory. The length of the mutller is deternfined by

the fact that 100 cyeh,s t:er second corresponds to kl,---0.8, so
2,d. f • 2000>(0.8

tlmt 0.8=-_::XI00 (,let e=2000 fps, then G= 2_XI00

=2.54 ft). If the exhaust-pipe diameter is '2 in('hes, the
/

expansion-chamber diameter will be 2 x9 or 6 inches.

If this muffler is too long, another procedure is possible.

Let m=25; thus, the diameter is increased to 10 h_ches. The

design curve shows 10-decibel attenuation at ki,=0.25.

300
At a kl, of 1_X0.25=0.75, the attenuation is more than

2000 X 0.25

adequate. The length of this muffler will be I, 2rX100

or 0.795 foot.

SINGLE-CHAMBER RESONATOR

Figure 23 shows the attenuation of single-chamber resona-

tors in terms of nondimensional parameters. The attenu-

ation is plotted against f!f, which is the ratio between the

sound frequency and the resonant frequency of the resonator.

Curves are plot ted for several values of the at tenuation param-

eter _ c_/28.

Suppose again that the muttler is desired to provide a

minimum attenuation of 10 decibels between f= 100 and 300

cycles per second. In terms of the chart this means that the

frequency at which the right h,g of the attenuat.ion curve

crosses the 10-devibel lira' must I)e three times the f,'equeney

at which the h,ft h,g eross,.s the 10-de('ibel line. The e]lal't

shows that this re(tuires a value somewlmt higher than a.16,
say apt)roximately 4, for the attenuation I)arameter. The

value of.f/f, eorrespondil_ to 100 ('yeles per second will bo

about 0.55

100 182 ('ps
"/"=o.55--

Therefore,

/_0 2r/', 2rX182 ,, ._

"VV- c =-2600 =u.o, ft -t

The exhaust pipe is 2 inches in diameter so that

-=_ ) s'(Co _
-,col =,, X ._ .2,S-

r (2)2 " " 0
----2X( i i i2_.,).x,'t= .174 ft a

c0 = 0.57_.{0.174=0.099 ft

0.174
V-- 0.305 ft a

0.57

Any combimttion of h, ngth and diameter whivh will give

this volume is pernfissible, as long as the dimensions are not

too large in comparison with the 300-('ycle wave length at

the exhaust-gas temperature (see experimenlal resuhs). If

a h, ngth of l foot is selected, the diameter t)eeomes 0.645 foot

or 7_,/ inches.
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FmuRt: 22.--Expansion-chamber design curves.
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FtGuRv, 23,--Single-chamber-resonator design curves.
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MULTIPLE-CH AM BER RESONATOR

Figure 24 shows the attenuation per chamber of multiple-

ehaml)er resonaiors in terms of nondimensional parameters.

Because three parameters are involved (appendix B), several

charts are requirc(l to describe fully the possible configura-

lions. Three such cllarts are presented.

As an examl)le of the use of these charts, assume tlmt for

a l)az'ticular engine spectrum the souml level at the fmlda-

mental frequency (100 cycles per second) is to be reduced 13

decibels. The levels at tile other frequencies are to be re-

duced (o the point where the speech interference is nowhere

greater than at the fumlamental frequency. This criterion

resulls ia a required attenuation of 13 decibels at 100 cycles

per second, 4 decibels at 200 cycles per second, and zero at

higher f,'equencics. The top chart of figure 24 (k,/,=2)

_ICoV __
shows that this objective could be met with -_---1 for a

two-chamber muffler with J',=100 cycles per second. By

using these values the muffler dimensions are found as

follows:

2:r>< 100

k, 0 314 _/co
_------., ft----2000 V

0.5

lL=_)._i,i=l.59 ft= 19 in.

. ,r(2)2 .
_c0I' =2X_- _1=0.0436 ft _

c,----0.314X0.0436-=0.0137 ft=0.164 in.

V=0"0436=0.139 ft 3
0.314

In order to obtain this volnme with a concentrie resonant

chamber 19 inch6s long, a chamber diameter of 4.5 inches is

required. The overall length of the two-chamber muffler is

38 inches. The use of a tube connector seems advisable in

order to obtain tlw low co required without creating excessive

sound velocities in the connector.
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IV. ENGINE TESTS

In order to study the practicality of the design methods

which have been described and, also, to obtain some idea of

the size of muffler which is required in practice to provide
a significant reduction of engine noise, four muffiem were

designed for and tested on an actual aircraft engine. As
was stated in the introduction, the engine of a helicopter

was used for these tests. The design of the mufflers followed,

in general, the design procedure which has been presented.

BASIC DATA

The flint step in the design procedure is the determination
of the engine-exhaust noise spectrum of the unmuffied en-

gine. In the case of the helicopter the spectrum of the ex-
haust noise alone couhl not be determined. Instead the

overall noise spectrum of the helicopter was measured. This

spectrum, which includes an unknown amomlt of extraneous

noise from such sources as tim engine air intake, rotor blades,

and engine (,latter, is presented in figure 25.
Temperature measurements showe<l the speed of sound in

the exhaust pipe to be approximately 2,000 fps.

MUFFLERS AND DESIGN

In order to insm'c that an adequate test range would be

covered in the investigation, four resonator-type mufflers
were designed and constructed. Three of the mulHers had

single resonant chambers, whereas the fourth had two res-

onant chambet_. The double-chamlwr muffler was designed
with the intent to provi<[e enough exhaust-noise attenuation

so that the extraneous noise level couhl be measured. Figure
t9 shows schematic drawings of these mufflers.

The mufflers were (lesigne<l to give successive increases in
attenuation and to have the acoustical properties shown in
the following table:

A I tl.nl|:t| ion |+3rtllllt,[Pic,

.'Xlt,tffh.r Chamt_,r rcmmant 'FailldlW+ n+s°nat_t .._c_
l+rPqllCll(*y. ¢ps _rerluent"+" , cl)s ----

" " 2:';

78 j 2_4) 41i_ 4 33

?J ! 2_I_ .5.,__ 6. I}3
_11 2_1 h_ 12.0()

}';I i f It1), large (,humh<.r I _g.5, large chamber
[400, small chambt, r I Undetl,rmim,d _16.15, small chamlm, r
i

90-
i

i

8O 2

.__70-

_, 60-

50 - :+I

401_) _ "'12b so --ioo 2bo 500 +000 2000
Frequency,f,cps

l:tc.t r_: 25.--L'nmuflted-helicopter-noise frequency analysis.
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Mufflers 78, 79, 80, att<l 81 were made from y,+-incll mihl

steel and weighed 12. 17, 21, and 32 pounds, respectively.
Figure 26 shows the mufflers installed on the test helicopter.

It may be of interest at this point to indicate the method

used in the design of these mufflers with a specific example

inchtded for maffier 79. The fact that the test helicopter
had two exhaust systems, one exhausting three c vlindem

and the other exhausting four cylinders, did not require the

design of different mufflers for the two exhaust pipes. Al-
though the exhaust-pressure pulse front each cylinder con-

tains components at the individual cylinder firing frequency
and at harmonics of this frequency, the phase relationships

are such that, when the pressure pulses of all seven cylinders
are combined in the atnmsphere, the components at the

cylinder firing frequency and at many of the harnmnics are
partially canceled. The mufflers must attenuate those fre-

quency components in both exhaust pipes which combine

to cause undesirably high noise levels in the atmosphere.
Consequently, th9 mufflers are designed on the basis of the

noise in the atmosphere, rather than that inside the indi-

vidual exhaust pipes, and, as a result, the two mufflers are
identical. The seventh harmonic of the cylinder firing

frequency is referred to as the engine fumlamcntal fl'equeney.

The prominence of this harnmnic in the tmmuffied engine
noise (see fig. 25) is due to the fact that this frequency is the

lowest at which the components of all seven cylinders are

nearly together in phase.
(1) The noise spectrum of the unmuffied helicopter (fig.

25) showed that most of the disturbing noise fell in the fre-
quency range from 70 to 350 cycles per secon<l and that l0
decibels of overall attenuation wouhl reduce the noise to a

desired level. The muMer must be made to resonate within

this frequency band in order to obtain maximum quieting;
thus, 280 cycles per second was chosen for the muffler

resonant frequency. In order to provide a 10-de('it)el re-

duction from 70 to 350 cycles per second, a muffler having

_,I_i_ vahw of apl)roximatelv 6.0
an attenuation parameter -+_-

was selected from the design curves.

(2) A tube for" con<hwting the exhaust gases through the

muffler for" filterhtg must be ('hosen. The engine-exhaust
back l)ressure shouhl be kept small; consequently, a tube

used for this purpose must be large enough to keep the back
pressure within acceptable limits. The tubing selected for
niutfler 79 was 2,t+_ inches, the sanie size as the existing ex-
hat,st dueling on the test helicopter. It shouhl be noted

+(_oI-"
that the attenuation parameter -+_,S- shows that the internal-

tube area governs the nmlPter size for a given attenuation;
for this reason, the tube should be selected as small as
practicable.

(3) h+torder to ol)tain tlw h, ngth for this central tut)e, a

desired tailpipe length is computed and ad<led to the h,ngth

necessary to conduct the exhaust gases to the conductivity
holes. The conductivity holes mark the origin of the tail-

pipe for single-chamber nmffters. Before the tailpipe length

can be computed, lmwever, some specific frequency for tail-
pipe resonance must he selected. This frequency must fall
within a range in which little or no attenuation is needed

I)ecause, as the tailpipe resonant frequency is neared, tile
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Muffler 78

Muffler 79

Muffler 80
Ftc, vr.r. 26.--Muffler installation,

muffler attenuation drol)s to a negative value over a narrow

band. The tailpipe resonant frequc,wy selected for muffler

79 was 580 cycles per second. The effective tailpipe length
is computed as follows:

l, X c 2000X12_20.68inches
2 2] 2×580

By applying the end correction A/t=0.61r where r is the
tailpipe inside radius, the result.ing true tailpipe length is

20.68--0.61(1.125--0.063)=20.03 inches

Inasmucb as tile tailpipe length also affects the low-

frequency cutoff of the muffler, a check is required to see
whether this cutoff falls within the desired attenuation band.

The cutoff frequency is determined from equation (DI2):

j.__ , _ _ 280 --88 cps

/ --,/coV,., /;-t-6 2-2S0 20.68
3'l l-t'--2_- x,,, 3' 2000 - 12

Since tile cutoff frequency is within the frequency band
in which muffling was desired, a decision must be made as
to whether it is beneficial to increase the tailpipe length and

ttlereby lower the high frequency cutoff or to increase the
chamber size in order to obtain a small attenuation gain in

tile low-frequency range. The tailpipe length was not
changed, and the resulting loss of low-frcquency attenuation

was accepted because all available criteria for judging the
effects of noise agree that somewhat higher noise levels are

tolerable at low frequencies than at higher frequencies.

(4) The conductivity factor" co determines the muffler
resonant frequency for a given volume. The equation

= /co
" 2,_yV

shows the relationship that exists among the conductivity,

volume, and resonant frequency. With the use of this ex-

pression and for" the values of the parameters chosen, the
volume and conductivity for mu[iler 79 can be determined
as follows:

co viehls
Solving for _.

," e_. 280X2r=O.8803,

• ,. 6

and solving for _'_? gives

,_ _r {2.25--0.125)___,, or.-
-, c01 =6)<2X_ 1-44 o..ua
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By substitution

V 0.260 .....
=(_gg_2----O.,_:_t) cu ft

This volume and a chosen muffler length of 2 feet were
used to calculate the muffler diameter, 5.9 inches. For the

sake of construction simplicity, the diameter was chosen to

be 6.0 inches. This diameter change required small adjust-
ments to be made in the values of volume and conductivity;
the new values calculated were 0.338 cubic foot and 0.261

foot for volume anti conductivity, respectively.

(5) The required muffler conductivity was obtained by
drilling several _6-inelI holes in the central tube of the muffler.

W

In determining the number of holes required, a value of

was used for the constant B in the conductivity equation.
The calculation follows:

n=CO chosen for muffler 79
Coper _-inch hole

0.261

1 l+:rl 1_i2 _412

=7.27 or 7 holes

Experience has shown that there are some effects on the

conductivity caused by the close spacing of holes which

often require the number of holes to be changed in order to

obtain the desired conductivity Co, or resonant frequency.
The actual conductivity co can be determined by experi-
mental tests.

(6) After all dimensions for the muffler have been deter-

mined, the theoretical attenuation characteristics of the
resonator shouhi be computed and analyzed with the use of

equation (D10). This equation may also be written in the

following form:

Attenuation= 10 log,o (_f
,eL

= 10 log10
1-t S 2xf. c_ sin l,+

Co 2_-IV

co 2_?

If the predicted attenuation does not, conform to the'desire(I

conditions, small changes in the originally selected_design
values nmy be made to achieve the desired results.

APPARATUS

The test helicopter (fig. 27) was used as the muffler test

bed in this investigation. The tail rotor was removed for
the tests to prevent its noise from interfering with the sound

measurements. The noise emanating at the main rotor
fundamental frequency (13 cps) was known to be of little,

significance in these tests. However, a possibility that the

higher harmonies of the rotor might interfere with the ex-
haust noise measurements was recognized.

The helicopter was powered by a R-550-1,180-horsepower,
7-cylinder engine having twin exhaust stacks. One stack

exhausted three cylinders and the other, four. Figure 28

shows a diagrammatic sketch of the fiehl-test setup anti
surrounding terrain.

Fmvrm 27.--Muftter 79 installed on helicopter with tail rotor removed.

L-65477.1
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Neoresf building over 1,000'

Open field

200'

Runwoy

Microphones

enfs

500' line to
portable pov_

supply

Open field

FIC, URE 28.--Engine-test arrangement.

The sound measuring equipment used in the field tests

consisted of a General Radio Company type 759-B sound-
level meter, a General Radio Company type 760-A sound

analyzer, and a Western Electric type 700-A sound-level

meter and fiher set. Both the frequency analysis and the
overall sound pressure level were recorded on a twin recorder.

This equipment gave an overall measuring accuracy of about
2 decibels when operating under field conditions. The

response of the equipment was found to drop rapidly for
frequencies below 40 cycles per second. A water-cooled

crystal pressure t)ickup was utilized to obtain a time history
of the pressure variation inside the exhaust pipe albead of the

mul_lt]er. Indications of tim exlmust-gas temperatures were
obtained through use of clu'onwl-alumel tlwrmoeouplcs and
a Lewis potentiometer.

TESTS

The fiehl tests were con(lucted before sunrise on tile

Langley lan(ling fiehl. The ambient field noise level was

approximately 62 (leeibels at the start of the field tests.

Changes that nmy have occurred in the ambient fiehl noise
after the helicopter engine was started couhl not be deter-

mined. The muffler fieh[ test included the investigation of

the four mullh,rs of different size on the modified helicopter
to ([eh,rmine the attenuation characteristics of the mufflers

at an engine speed of approximately 2,200 revolutions per

minute. In order to determine more fully the conditions
under which the muttters were operating, internal exhaust-

gas soun(l l)ressures and teml)eratures were measured during
one of the test runs.

As a further check on the prat.ticality of the mulfler design,
the helicopter was flown with the frst three mulllers attache_l.

The pilot, who had considerable flying experience with the
test helicopter, reported no noticeable change in performance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of these muttler tests, which are discussed in
the following sections, show tile effectiveness of the muffler

in reducing the exhaust noises along with the merits and

shortcomings of the theoretical equation under investigation
(eq. (D10)). The muffler experimental results are presented
in the form of tables and curw,s.

5'I UFFLER.ENGINE TESTS

The muffler-engine-test resuhs arc shown in figure 29 and
table V. These data describe the manner in which the

amplitude of the exhaust noise varies with frequency.
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(a) .',[ufllers 78 and 79.
(b) Mufflers 80 and 81.

FXC,('aE 29.--Comparison of recorded frequency analyses of helicopter
noise with and without mufflers.

Figure 29 (a) shows the unmuffled-exhaust noise spectrum
in addition to the noise spectrums for both mufflers 78 and 79.
Similarly, the spectrums for mufflers 80 and 81 are shown

in figure 29 (b).

Frequency analysis.--The curve (h, seribing the envelol)e
for the unmuflled-exhaust noise frequencies shows that the
fundamental firing frequency (noted by the dashed line)

is I)y far the largest noise-producing harmonic and, thus. is

the frequency which should be gi yen the grea test at tenuat ion.
The peaks occurring at 75 and 205 cycles per second are the

next largest sound-producing frequencies of the engine noise.
These two peaks, along with the fundanwnta] peak mentioned

previously, define the frequency band where most of the

annoying noise is found to exist and, consequently, the
range which should be given the greatest attention. When

the noise spectrmn from each of the four mufflers is compared
with that of the unmuffled engine, it becomes obvious that

considerable muffling was obtained in the 75 to 205 cycles
per second fl'equency band. In general, the curves are seen

to have the same characteristic shape.
Suppose now that a comparison is made between the cold

tests and the engine tests. (See figs. 21 and 29.) Figure 21
shows that mufflers 78, 79, and 80 shouhl have yielded their
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TABLE V.--BAND-PASS ANALYSIS OF IIELICOPTER NOISE
AT 200 FEET

IOverall

78 85
79 g5

81
No muffler 91

Sound pressurelevel,db, from--

OtolSOto175tollOOto l_to 200to 300to 400to 60Or,

e_p _P_t e_ I _P_I e_ I o_sI e_sI _ I eP_
,-J.i T-,7- ,-7-,o
70 79 / 82 81 76 73 69 60 [ 58
:o ! 7s i 8o _ 79 / 74 72 _7 _ 57
7o : 7s I _ / 78 1 73 / 72 [ _7 59 58
74 84 88 [ 87 ] 83 [ 81 I/ 71 [ 61 [ 58

greatest attenuation at 280 cycles per second and no attenu-
ation in one lower and one higher frequency cutoff band.

A point-by-point comparison between the data of these two

figures showed that the helicopter noise spectrum was not
reduced by the amount predicted for the nmffier in the cold
test. :For instance, the cold-test data for muffler 79 showed
about 11 decibels of attenuation was obtained at 128 cycles

per second; the engine test, however, showed that 7 decibels
of attenuation was realized when the muffler was tested on

the helicopter. Similarly, at 200 cycles per second, approxi-

mately 20 decibels of attemlation may have been expected
but only l l decibels were measm'ed during the engine test.

After inspecting the data for all mufflers tested it was
conchlded that, although effective muffling was received,
no muffler reduced the helicopter noise by the amounts

predicted from the muffler cold tests.
Band-pass analysis.--In order to provide a rough check

on the frequency-analyses data, certain band-pass analyses
were made. These band-pass data (table V) give sound

pressure levels with overlapping octaves for frequency

bands, ranging from 0 to 1,200 cycles per second. Before
further discussion of these data, it should be pointed out
that the meter used in taking these measurements was of a

different type from that used for the frequency analysis.
A constant 2-decibel calibration difference was found to

exist between the two meters used. ;For identical sound

signals, the meter used to record the band-pass analysis

always read 2 decibels more than the meter used to record
the frequency spectrum.

Good agreement between these data was found in the

frequency range of 75 to 400 cycles per second. This range
is most important in the present study because most of the
annoying noise falls within these limits. The band-pass

analysis generally is not as useful for analyzing the data
as the fre(luepcy spectrums; nevertheless, it can be used

profitably to check other data and to find regions of large
sound energies.

Tailpipe charaeteristies.--The theoretical data previously

discussed (fig. 21) showed that certain pass bands occurred
at frequencies both above and below the muffler resonant

frequency. For muffler 78, these bands are from 0 to 93
cycles per second and from 375 to 400 cycles per second.

Although the theoretical data showed no attenuation should
have been obtained in the frequency range from 0 to 93

cycles per second, the frequency analysis of figure 29 (a)
indicates that some effective quieting was received. Some

muffling also was obtained in the predicted high-fl'equency

pass band. In this hand, however, the attenuation is very

small, ranging from _ to 2 decibels. The marked decrease
in attenuation in the frequency range from 375 to 400 cycles

per second is sufficient to indicate that the taill)iperesonanec

nmst have occurred in this frequency baud; this result

agrees with the theory. The cold tests also showed this

attenuation decrease. It may therefore be conch,led that
the theoretical expression is valid for predicting the tailpipe

resonance of the muffler under engine test conditions and
that some slight attenuation may be realized during such

resonances. Further evidence of these tailpipe resonances
may be found by checking the data for mufflers 79 and 80.

Internal sound pressures of the exhaust system.--As

stated previously,the testengine had two separateexhaust

manifolds, one exhausting three cylinders and the other,

four. A schematic drawing showing this arrangement

appears in figure30. Sound-pressure data,as signaledby a

crystalpickup gage placed in the leftexhaust manifold, are

presentedin figure31. The curve of figure31 (a)describes

one cycleofthissound variation. The curve offigure31 (b),

having 4 humps, shows the exhaust-pressurevariationfor

the 4-cylinder exhaust. This curve was not obtaflwd

directlyfl'om recorded data but was synthesized with the

aid of the measured 3-cylinderexhaust curve.

Close examination of the plot showing the 3-ey]inder

exhaust pressure reveals that the sound pressure in the

system did not go as high when the second consecutive

exhaust valve opened as when the firstvalve operant. _Ln

examination of the exhaust system reveals that the first

cylinder exhaust valve remains open for a considerable

time afterthe second cylindervalve opens; thus,the volume

ofthe system isincreased. This increasedvolume allows,in

effect,an additionalexpansion of the exhausting gases and

provides a damping of the peak sound pressures.

The maximum peak exhaust pressuremeasured isshown

to be approximately 7 pounds per square inch. This value

correspondsto a sound-pressurelevelof IS9 decibels. This

pressure is far greaterthan both the pressure assumed in

theory and the souml pressureused forthe cold tests. The

peak pressuresmeasured entering the mufflersattached to

the cold-testsetup were of the order of 141 decibelsor 0.028

pound per square inch. In order to reduce largepeak sound

pulses, collector rin_ may be employed. The pressure
records of figure 31, for examl)le, imlieate that, if a complete

circular collector ring had I)een installed on the engine, the
magnitude of the pressure peaks might have been reduced

by over 50 l)ercent. In addition, only one muffler wouhl
have been required.

LeII e xhousl exhoust

_I Righlporl

FmVRE 30.--Schematic drawing of helieopter.-engine-exlmust s.vstem.

Firing order: 1, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6
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I 2
Crank_oftrevolutions

(a)Variationofsound pressuremeasuredinthe3-cylinderexhaustof
the test helicopter.

(b) Variation of sound pressure in the -I-cylinder exhaust of the test
helicopter as estimated from 3-cylinder data.

FmVRE 31.--Exhaust-pipe sound pressure.

POSSIBLE REASONS FOR DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN COLD TESTS AND

ENGINE TESTS

Some reasons may be given to account for the discrepancies
that exist between the attenuations obtained from the cold

tests and those obtained from the engine tests. These

reasons include (1) the large differences in operating condi-
tions, and (2) the prevailing extraneous noises of the engine
tests.

Differences in operating eonditions.--In the section

entitled "Variables Dependent on Operating Conditions" in
Part III, the possible effects of three variables were discussed.

The effect of temperature was taken into account in the

design of the engine mufflers by using the speed of sound in

the hot exhaust gas. The exhaust-gas velocity was not taken
into account, but it is doubtful whether this factor could

have caused a loss of attemiation, inasmuch as the available

evidence indicates that the exhaust-gas velocity either
causes an increase in attenuation or has little influence on

attenuation. The exhaust-gas velocity for this engine is
estimated to be about 500 feet per second. The cold-test

experiments were conducted with peak sound pressures of

the order of 141 decibels (0.028 psi); whereas, lhe p(_k
sound pressures from the engine entering the muflhu's were
about 189 decibels (7.0 psi). This sound-pressure increase

of 250 times in the muffler system raises the sound pressure

to a 1)oint where it is no longer slnall with respect to the
static (atmospheric) pressure. An original asstunption made
in the developnwnt of the theo|'etical equation was that the

sound pressure would be small in comparison with the

static pressure. It is obvious that this assumption was not

satisfied during the engine tests, and this fact may be
responsible for some loss of attenuation.

Extraneous noise.--Another factor which may account fo,"
some of the discrepancies between data is extraneous noise.

The influence of this factor on the exhaust noise spectrum
presented is difficult to determine. No pure extraneous noise

spectrum could be ol)taincd whereby a quantitative point-
by-point comparison could be made. The extrtmeous noise,

as discussed herein, is made up of all noises which originate

from sources other than the exhaust gas. These noises

inehlde engine air intake, engine blower, engine clatter,
vibrating fuselage, main rotor, and distant aircraft. The

combination of these noises, when intega'ated with those
fi'om the exhaust gases, yields all the curves described in

figure 29. If the exhaust-gas noise is the most pronounced
noise in a system and if it is reduced continuously, some

point will 1)e passed where the exhaust and extraneous noises
will t)e equal. At this point the extraneous noise will be

equally as important as the exhaust in detcrnfining tile noise

spectrum. Thus, the spectrum will stop defining the shape

of exhaust noise in detail and begin to show some characteris-
tics of the extraneot|s noises. A |'eduction of the exhaust

noise well below that of the extram, ous noise will leave a

spectrum containing pri|leipally extraneous noise. With

this fact in mind, the large, two-chamber muffler (Sl) was
dcsigne(l to attenuate the exhaust noise so much that the

extraneous noise spcctr|un could be approximately deter-

mined. The Sllectrum for muffler 81 (fig. 29 (b)) has prac-
tically the same shape as that for muffler 80. Tiffs observa-
tion indicates that muffler 80 must have reduced the exhaust

noise to a point where the extraneo|ts noise became prevalent
and that muffler 81 could have only further reduced the

exhaust noise; consequently, only slightly nmre overall noise
reduction was provided. Overall sound-l)ressure measure-

ments showed the same sound energy (81 decibels) was
present at the microphones when both nntfflers 80 and 81

were installed. Thus, the exact attenuation llrovided by
the mufflers could not be determined beca|lsc of the extrane-

otis noise level. It is of interest to note here that, as the

extraneous noise level is approached, the nulfflers must

reduce the exhaust noise in greater i|tcrements to reduce the

overall noise level by equal amounts. For instance, if the
extraneous noise is 85 decibels and the exhaust noise is 100

decibels, the overall noise will be 100.1 decibels. If a muffler

reduces the exhaust noise by 12 decibels, the overall noise

will be reduced by 10.4 decibels to 89.7 decibels. If the
exhaust noise is reduced another 12 decibels (to 76 decibels),

the overall noise level is reduced by only 4.2 decibels to

85.5 decibels. This explanation shows very clearly that the
amount of overall noise reduction which can be gained by

the use of a given nluffler is dependent upon the relative
intensities of the extraneous and exhaust noises. It. may be
eoneh|ded, therefore, that a muffler used to attenuate a noise

level which consideral)ly exceeds that of the extraneous

noise can provide much more overall noise reduct, ion than if
it were working in a noise range close to the extraneous noise.

SIGNIFICANCE OF MEASURED NOISE REDUCTION

Ill o|'der tllett, the significance of the noise reductions

obtained may I)e interpreted, some comparisons atnl coin-
ments are made on the basis of the information contained in

reference 13 regar(ling the sound levels of aircraft, traffic.
For those familiar with the noise of various types of airplanes

on takeoff, figure 27 of this reference provides a meaningful
comparison. The noise of the unmuffled 180-horsepower

helicopter has about the same intensity level as that of the

150-horsepower Stinson Voyager or the 165-ho|'sepower
Beech Bonanza. The smallest muffler tested on the helicopter

reduced the intensity to about that of the quietest airplane
of figm'e 27 of reference 13, a 65-hotscpawer Piper Cub.

These comparisons are made at takeoff power at a distance

of 200 feet. The three airplanes mentioned were all equipped
with standard production mufflers.

As a further indication of the signifi('anc'c of the sound

levels measured in this investigation, a comparison in terms
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of relative loudness is made. Relative londness is defined

herein, as in reference 13. as the pcr(.eiw,d loudness of soun(l
heard by tim average ear relative to the loudness of the normal
conversational voice at a 3-foot distance. Tile variation in

perceived loudness with the loudness level (ill phons or

decibels) is taken from the American Standards Association
Standard Z24.2-1942. Relative loudnesses of the five

confignrations of this investigation, based on the overall
sound levels given ill table V, are approximately 5.3 for the

llllmUflled helicopter, 2.9 with mufflers 1 and 2, and 2.5 with
mufllcrs 3 and 4, all at a distance of 200 feet at takeoff power.

Thus, muffler 78, for example, reduces the loudness of tile
noise as perceived by the average ear by about 45 percent.

This cxamllle gives an indication of the magnitude of the

noise reduction obtained althougll, of course, the human mind

takes into account other factors besides loudness in judging
the am_oyance due to a particnlar noise. On the basis of

tim data in refiu'ence 13, the distances at which the helicopter
noise would have the same loudness as the reference conver-

sational voi['e are estimated at about 1,800 feet for the un-

niuflled helicot)ter, 800 feet with mufflers 78 and 79, and
630 fcct with mufflers 80 and 81. It is evident from this

discussion that the muflh, rs produced a very significant re-
duction in the noise of the helicopter.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Attcmmtion curves have been calculated for a large num-

ber of utufllet.'s, all of whi('h are designed to pet'tuit the exhaust
gas to flow throilgh the mufflers without turning. Compari-

soil of the cah'ulated cl[rves with experimental data has shown
that it is possible, by means of the acoustic theory, to predict

tit[, attenuation in still air at room temperature of mufflers
of the size required for aircraft engines. There at'[,, however,

certain limits to the nmftler size and the frequency range

within wltirh these equations are applicable. 'rhese limits
include:

(li) For expansioli clillnll)ers, the neoust ic wilve length inllst

lit, grcaler Ilian al)otit 0.$2 tinws the (.hainbor dianlcler.
(I)) For rosonalors, if ihe Colino(.lor is longer than about

onc-fift.h of tile WilVe length at tile th'sired rcsonallt fro-

flue[it3 ", lhe wave naltirc of life Sollnd flow ilt tile cO[[hector
in[[sl bc lllkeli into ac('oiinl.

(c) For ['e_onalors, if tile acoustic path lenglh froln tile
coi[il(,cloi' hi llie ('loscd cad of Ilie chainber is of lhc order

of one-eightli wave lengtli or niore, the wave nature of the
flow in the chamber must be accounted for.

The conductivity was predicted with reasonable accuracy
for connectors composed of a snmll number of holes or tubes.

Wbere large numbers of holes in close proximity were used.

the conductivity was not accurately predictable. Ill such
eases, the designer must rely on an experimental determina-

tion of the conductivity through measurement of the resonant

frequency.
Methods have been foun(l which, in theory, will eliminate

pass bands in three specific cases. The pass bands that can
be eliminated are:

(a) The odd-numbered upper pass bands of a (loubh,-

expansion-chamber mumer.
(b) The first upper pass band of a mtdtiple-resottator

nlilfner.

(e) Tile first tipper tailpipe pass hand of a single-resonator
ntuMer.

.{ nlethod lias been presented wliich permits tile effect of

tile tailpipe to t)e inchided in the muffler calculations. Spe-
cific equations have been developed for the attenuation with

tailpipes of single expansion chand)er and single-chamber-
resonator mufflers. Experimental verification of tile equa-

tion for the single-chamller resonator was obtained under
eohl-test conditions.

Four resonator-type rnuftlers liave been. tested on a bell-

copter engine. Even the smallest of these lntIMers reduced
the overall noise by a signifi(,altt amount. Because tllis
overall noise inchi(led a considerable amount of extraneous

noise, an accurate determination of tire exhaust-noise re(luc-

lion was not possible. Tile experinlental resuhs seein to
indieate, llowever, that the exhaust-noise reduction nlay have

been considerably less than that which was obtained in the
cohl tests of these same Inuflh, rs. The theory is han(licalil)ed

severely by tim fact that the sound pressures inside the
exlmust pipe were fonnd to lie much larger than those

assumed in the basic theory. In order to isolate the effects
of large sound pressures and exhaust-gas flow velocities on

tile alten.uating properties of nluflh,rs, ftirtlicr tests art, neecs-
sllr 3- ill which ex'traneollS noises lit'i_' Itch[ to a lou" level.

LANGLEY .:_.EROXAUTICAL LAiIOIIATORY_

_'.t..TIONAL ADVISOnY COMMITTEE FOR AERON._,t"rlCS,

L._.x'c,Lt:_" Ftt:Lt), Vx., October 6, 1952.



APPENDIX A

ATTENUATION OF EXPANSION-CHAMBER MUFFLERS

ASSU.MPTIONS AND GENERAL METHOD

In tile derivation of the equations for the attenuation of

expansion-chamber mufflers, tile following conditions are
assumed:

(1) The sound pressures arc small compared with the

absolute value of the average pressure in tile system.

(2) The tailpipe is terminated in its characteristic imped-
ance (no reflected waves in the tailpipe).

(3) The muffler walls neither conduct nor transmit sound

energy.
(4) Only plane pressure waves need be considered.

(5) Viscosity effects may be neglected.
By definition, the attenuation in decibels due to a com-

bination of acoustic elements placed in a tube is

{ Average incident sound power "_
I0 log_o\A_t-r_d s_unc[_er/ (AI)

In the manner of reference 1 (p. 72), let the displacements

and particle velocities of the incident and reflected waves

at an arbitrary point x be written as

• }_,=zle_(_, -_,) _==iwAe ..,,-_
(A2)

where the positive x-direction is taken as the d_'ection of

propagation of the incident wave anti the constants A and
B are, in general, complex numbers. For plane waves the

acoustic pressure p is equal to T vc _, where p is the aver-

age density of the gas. The incident and reflected pressures
can therefore be written as

(A3)

The average sound power in the incident wave is

Y- _2"l'_p,_,S dt
2_rdo

where, since this is a calculation of actual power, only the

real parts of pt and _t can be considered. After the integra-

tion is performed, the average sound power is obtained as

I pc_2S [AI"_

If the attenuation between two points located at cross Sec-

tions of equal area is desired, the formula is

Attenuation= 10 log_0 !,4_ 2
TQ, (A4)

provided there are no reflected waves at the point 2.

SINGLEEXVANS,ONC.AME_R

A schematic diagram of a single expansion chamber is
shown below:

A_ _2
51 $_. _2 e-_kte A3 SI

O, B2 Oz e '_l*

[
. 1¢ "I

I II

The origin of x is taken at junction I. If constant factors

are omitted, the equations for continuity of pressure and
flow volume at junction I can be written, with the assistance

of equations (A2) and (A3), as

A,+B,=A_--_B2

S,(A,--B0 = S:(A.,--B_)
or

AI-B,=m(A2--B:)

Similarly, at junction II, the expressions are

m (A: e-'t_'--B2 e_')=A_

(A5)

(A6)

(A7)

(AS)
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If, now, equations (A f), (A6), (A7), and (A8)_are solved
simultaneously for the ratio A,/..13, the result is

z|l . 1 1 1.T3=cos kl.+ _ _ (m +-_) sin kl.

and tile attenuation (see eq. (A4)) is

1 1 2.
Attenuation= 10 log,o [1 1-_ (m--m)s,n' kl,_ (A10)

Tile design curves of figure 22 were obtained by plotting
this equation against k/.

If the equations arc solved for B,/Aa, the result is

A3 i _ m-- sin kl, (All)

When measurements are taken in the manner described in

the section entitled "Methods and Tests" in Part I, the
maximum pressure measurable in the exhaust pipe to the
left of junction I will be proportional to

A, + B,.43]

and will be found at the station x at which the incident and

reflected waves are in phase with each other. The maximum

measured attenuation will thus be given by

a0 log,0 + ] (Aa I

Substitution of equations (A9) and (All) into equation
(AI2) results in

Maximum measured attenuation=10 log,o[l+l (m -

1)_sin_ kl, W(m -1) sin kl,_(+ 1 12(m--m) sin' k;.']

(A13)

The upper curve of figure 8 was computed from this equation.

DOUBLE EXPANSION CHAMBER WITH EXTERNAL CONNECTING TUBE

A schematic diagram of a double-expansion-chamber

muffler with the connecting tube external to the chambers is

REPORT 1192--NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

shown below, with the s)mlbols to be nsed also inehlded:

A I ,4 2

s_
A4s-m,

, s4 04 ii, i_ Aa $1

At junction IV

A ¢-'_l'+B_e'*t'=A5

m (,A,e-_k,,_B,e,k,,) =A_

The simultaneous solution of these equations results in

A1 1 [(m+a),e2,_tj,+_,j (m__l)2e_2a(_,+z_

2( m _- 1)_e_m ,+ 2( m _-- l )2e- _'_t,_

(m _- l)_'e:'_<I'-G_ +(m -- 1)4e- 2m_'- _' ]

+ +
I IT 11I

The effective length of the connecting tube 21¢ is equal to
the physical length plus an end correction. If the same basic

method is used as for the single expansion chamber, the

equations of continuity of pressure and flow at the four
indicated junctions are:

At junction 1

At+ B_=A_+ B_

A_-- B_ = m (A_-- Ba)

At junction II

A.oe- '_" + B_e_ '= A_ + B_

m (A _ - '_"-- Bz¢ m ")=A 3-- B_

At junction III

A_e-'_'--B_e'_= m(A,--BO
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'/'his equation ('an be written, in terms of trigonometric
functions, as

A_--I6 _As _ { [4ra(m+l) 2 cos 2k(l,+lc)--4m(m-l)Scos 2k(l,--l,)]

+ i[.'2(m2+ 1)(m + 1)2 sin 2k(l,+lc)--

2(m_+ 1)(m-- 1)_sin 2_(l,--lc)--4(m _- 1)2 sin 2klc] } (A14)

The attenuation is

Attenuation=lO log,oiL \--_jj L \_]J) (A]5)

when R and I are used to denote the real and imaginary

parts, respectively.

DOUBLE EXPANSION CHAMBER WITH INTERNAL CONNECTING TUBE

A schematic diagram of a double-expansion-chamber

muffler with the connecting tube internal to the expansion
chambers is shown below, with the symbols to be used also
indicated:

Ill Az ,d6e-_(lt-lc)
St SZ SZ '47 St

B= Oz B6elt{lt'Ic)

1
Aze'/k(le'Ic) A4 A4e-J_Z_c '46

St
Oze'_(te'lc) B4 O4e ';_z_"

i

I¢ --_ tc

n 13i i_

The basic equations of continuity of pressure and flow at the

four indicated junctions are:
At junction I

AI + BI = A_ + Bz

A,-- B, = m (As-- B.,)

At jtmetion II

A_e-_*(J'-' 2 + Bse*ka '-t P = A3+ B3= A,+ B4

--fk(I,-I ¢! _k(It--| ¢)m(A2e --B2e ) =A,--B.+(m-- 1)(Aa--Ba)
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At junction III

A 4e-Sin"+ B_e :_uo=A s+ B_ =A o+ B8

A,e-_t't°-- B _eS'U'+ (m - 1)(A s-- B_)=m(A,-- B6)

At junction IV

,4_e -_k(t'-_') + B6e _'-_') =At

ra(Ane -_(t'-t') --B_e _*(t'-t')) =At

In addition, because of the total reflection from the bulkhead

separating the two chambers,

Ba=A_ -m_`

B _= A _e_U,

The simultaneous solution of these equations results in

_=cos 2kl,--(m--1) 2kl,sin tan kl, +

The attenuation is

Attenuation= 10 logto {E R \Ar]_](A"_']'-t-rIL(_r)_ } (A'7)

CUTOFF FREQUENCY

In the design of double-expansion-chamber mufflers, it is
important to be able to predict the low-frequency limit of the

first effective attenuation region. This frequency is called
the cutoff frequencyf_. It may, of course, be found from a

plot of equation (A17) but a more rapid method of estimat-
ing .h is desirable for use in the preliminary design of a

muffler. Tile semiempirical equation

c 1 (A 18)

J" _2-_x ml,l, +-_ (1,--I,)

has been found quite satisfactory for ttais purpose witlfin the

range of variables covered in this investigation (see table II).



APPENDIX B

ATTENUATION OF RESONATOR MUFFLERS

SINGLE RESONATORS

In the derivation of the equation for the at.tenuation due

to a single resonator in a side branch, assumptions (I), (2),
and (3) of appendix A are requireti. Assumptions (4) and (5)

are modified _ follows:

(4) Only plane pressure waves are propagated in the ex-
haust pipe and the tailpipe.

(5) The influence of tile viscosity of tile fluid may be

neglected everywhere except in tlle tubes or orifices which
form tile connector between the exllaust pipe and the
volume chamber of the resonator.

The following two additional assumptions are necessary:
(6) The boundary-layer thickness is small compared to the

diameter of the tube or orifice in which viscosity effects arc
considered.

(7) The dimensions of the resonator are small relative to
the wave length of the sound considered.

Consider the effect of a side branch of impedance
Z,=Rb+iX, opening into a tube in which plane sound

waves are propagated. At the point where the branch joins
the tube, the conditions of continuity of pressure and sound

current give

Pc+P,o=P_=P,, (B1)

I,-L,=h+l,, (B2)

where subscripts £ and re refer to the incident and reflected
waves ahead of the branch, b refers to the brain.h, and tr
refers to the transnfitted wave behind the branch. For a

plane wave p=Z,L where Zo is the characteristic impedance
of the tube. If the currents are written in terms of pressure

and impedance, equation 032) becomes

1 1
1 (?,--p,,)=p,, (Z+_) 033)zo

If, now, equatiom 031) and 033) are solved simultaneously
for the ratio ?dPt,, the result is

p_=l+_=l-_ Zo2(R_+ iXb)

Hence the attenuation is

R_+
Attenuation=10 log_o p_ = 10 logt0 034)

IP,"--_,I= Rd +X_ =

A s_'l (n.atic diagram of a single-resonator muffler is shown
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below with the symbols that are used indicated:

$

On the basis of the listed assumptions, the impedances of the
various components are (ref. l, p. l lS)

pc-_
Volume-chamber impedance=- i _:; (B5)

Connector mapecmnce----_a_a a _ _up_ "t- t i -_o -r-_¥ _-up_J

(B6)

where co is the conductivity and l, is the effective h,ngth of
the connector. Since, in the resonator side bram'h, the
volume chamber and the connector are in series

R_=x_ _2_ (B7)

.Vb=O_p pc:. /_
co --_-;d-raa "_2#_ (B8)

"Fhesc vahws, when substituted int_a equation (B4). give the
attenuatimx of a single-resonator nmtller.

In many cases it is possibh, to neglect the effect of viscosity
without introducing excessive error, except at l]le resonant

frequency. If #=0. cqualion (B4) simplifies to

zo'3
Attenuation= 10 Iog_0 \ _V_} (]39)

By inserth}g the value of Xb and making use of the fact

that J,-_--_ it is possible to bring equation (B9) into
the form

+/fis__/I
Attenuation=10 logIo 1 / [ ¢,//  m0)
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Tile design curves of figure 23 have been obtained from this

equation. Since viscosity has l)ecn neglected, the predicted
attenuation rises to infinity at the resonant frequency

_----1.

If the effective length of the connector l, is not sufficiently
short compared to the sound-wave length, assumption (7)

of appendix B is violated and the wave nature of the flow in
the connector must be considered. Muffler 28 is an example

of this case. For a connector of length l, and area S, ter-

minated by a volume V, the branch reactance (with vis-

cosity omitted) is

pc/tankl,----_

x =g g----
tan kz +l]  11)

This expression call be obtained from equation 5.30, page
125, reference 1 by substituting the volume-chamber im-

pedance --i pc_ for the impedance which is symbolized by Zt
_V

in the reference. Having obtained the branch reactance, the
attenuation, with viscosity neglected, is calculated from

equation (Bg). The attenuation of muffler 28 was calculated

in this manner. Strictly speaking, an end correction is re-

quired at both ends of the connector ill determining the
effective connector length Ic when equation (Bll) is used.
This correction will reach a maximum of about 0.8 times the

connector radius, at each end of the connector, if the con-
nector radius is much smaller than that of the exhaust pipe
and the volume chamber.

If the resonant chamber is itself long, the resonance be-

comes a length-controlled phenomenon instead of a volume-
controlled one and the attenuation can be determined by

assuming plane-wave motion in both the connector and the
chamber.

In case the connector is short and the chamber is long, as
in the following sketch, another approach may be used:

I 1
o

o

o

[ s2 J

Again, the problem is to determine the branch impedance.
For a closed chamber the branch impedance is (again with

viscosity omitted)

pc h.l ) (B 2)Z_=i\c0 s2C°t

The attenuation is therefore

r:( )1l0 log_o 1-t- 4 --cot klz
I_ \ Co

For a muffler ill which the connector is located at the center

of the resonant chamber, rather than at the end, the effec-

tive chamber length is one-half the actual chamber length/2
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and the effective expansion ratio is twice the physical expan.
sion ratio m. These effective values should be used in equa-
tion (B12) or (BI3). Because of the typical attenuation

characteristics of resonators of this type (eq. (B13)), they
are called "ql, arter-wave" resonators.

MmTU'L_, nmoNA_'oas

The attenuation of ._I identical chambers of an infinite

filter composed of branch resonators is given by (see ref. 8)

At tenuation=--8.69M'eosh-_Icos kl_+i 2zbZ°sin kl, (]314)

where

Zo pc 1

(2./,,_o,.:.

By use of the substitution _/_-----_--, this equation may also
be written as

_c_-_

Zo 2S
__ZZ=-i .f .f,

], ]

Substituting this expression in equation (B14) and making

use of the fact that k,=_ gives

Attenuation = -8.69M

cosh -J cos (k,ll J \ 2S_-fl-t-'_-_, sin (k,/, (B15)

], ]

where the inverse hyperbolic cosine is taken with a negative

sign. Thus at a given frequency the attenuation, per cham-
ber, of a multiple-resonator muffler is a function of three

basic parameters: _C_oV/2S, k,l_, and _co_ (since j', is con

trolled by _). The design curves of figure 24 were cal-
culated from equation (B15).

In reference 1 the cutoff frequency is given as

\

(B16)

In terms of the resonant frequency equation (B16) can be
written in the form

]' (B17)

f'=1_; cJ,4S

These equations for fi are, in reality, approximations since

lumped impedances were assumed in tile derivation (see ref. t).

The approximation should be valid within the range of
variables where tan kd, can be taken as kd, within the

permissible limits of accuracy.
In the case of mufflers with long chambers the expression

forZB given by equation (B12) can be used in equation (B14).
Instances where this substitution has been made arc pointed

out in the text and in the figures.
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where

z,,x'_ 2(zo2+ x, _)
R3= [(Zo2+Xs _) cos kl_--ZoX5 sin kl,]2+Xs 4 sin 2 kll

Zo2Xs(Zo2 + Xs 2) cos 2kl_ +2 (Z°5 + Z°3X52) sin 2kl,

X,-_ [(Zo2+X z) cos kll--ZoX5 sin kh]2+X¢ sin _kll
(c9)

These equations were used to calculate the attenuation of

muffler 73 (see fig. 16). It has been found necessary to

include the length l_, even though it may be much less than
the sound wave length under consideration.

A RESONATOR AND AN EXPANSION CHAMBER

A schematic diagram of a muffler composed of a resonator
in combination with an expansion chamber is shown below:

!

The boundary conditions to be satisfied at station I are

AI+ BI=A2+ B2=A3+ B_ (C10)

SL(A_--B_)=S2(A2--B2)+SI(A3--B3) (Cll)

From equations (C10) and (Cll)

A_=_ $2 (A_--B2)+A3 (C12)

For the side branch

z--P2 i_pc(A_+B2)e'" pc A2+B2

from which

A2--B2=_zzi(A2+B2)=_2z (A3+B3) (C13)

If equation (C13) is substituted into equation (C12), the
result is

S_ pc (A3+B3)+A3
A l'- 2Sl $2Z2
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pc
Since ..13=.-14e _q, B_=B,e -_kl', and _=Zo, the preceding

equation can also be written as

A_----(l +qf_2) A,em' +2_ _ B,e-'*', (C 14)

Let the subscripts 1 and 3 of equations (A9) and (All) be

replaced by 4 and 6, respectively. Then the ratios A_/A_
and B,/A_ can be wTitten as

:-_=cos kl,+i -_ m+ sin kl, (C15)

B, 1( 1)A,-- i_ m-- sin kl, (C16)

By using equations (C14), (C15), and (C16), the ratio
A_/At can be written as

l (m+ l) sin kl.] e"" +A_----('+&) [co_ ",+_ _

2ix,Z° [_/21 (re_l) sin k,.] e-,,, ,

=((l--i2_.)[coskloWi2(m÷_)sinkl.] -

Zo e-mh } e_q4xt(m--1) sinkl,

= (,,,+-)s,.,k,,_
1 l

Zo (m--_-)cos 2kl, sin kl,+i[_(m+-_)sin kl,--4X_

Zo coskl.+4_,(m_l) sin2kl, sinkl.]}e,. ,2.Y_

(C17)

The attenuation is given by

Attenuation= 10 log_o

=lO logto{[eos kl,+ 4_y_ (m+ l) sin kl. -

4X_ m-- cos 2kl_ sin kl, +

[_ (,,,+_)si,, '_l.--_._ cos "l.+

Z°(m--1)sin2kl, sinM.]'} (C18)4X_,



APPENDIX C

COMBINATIONS

TWO RESONATORS TUNED AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES

A schematic diagram of a muffler composed of two resona-
tom tuned at different frequencies is shown below with the

subscripts that will be used to indicate various locations also
shown:

,2 ,5,

I 3 4 6

.---.--_-----Ii

The assumptions made are the same as for the single resona-
tors. At station 1 let

Z p_ ioopc(Al+Bi)e _"l _, AI+BI
,= Z-_ _=--o A,_---_B_,

From this relationship

B_j= Z, -- Zo
A, Z_+ Zo (CI)

where Z_ is the impedance of the first branch and the circuit

to the right of this branch in parallel. Similarly

B, Z.--Zo
_=Z_+Zo (c2)

The equation for continuity of pressure at the junction is

AI+BI=A3+B3

A, 1+_-_

i

AI

Substituting fi'om equations (CI) and (C2) gives

A__A= Z. ZI + Z0
.4s Zx Z3+ Zo

Similarly

A,_Z6 Z,+ Zo_Z,+ Zo
A. Z, Zs+Zo-- 2Z0

since Z_=Zo. Now

A,=A¢- _t,

so that

A, A, A, _'*',/ Z,+Z° \ (Z,+Zo'_

A--,=-_,_-"',A, = V (,Z.+_,) \ Z. ] (Cs)

The values of the impedances in this equation are

Z, Z_Zs=Z_ (C4)

Z3 Z, cos klt+iZo sift kl, (C5)
Z0 Z0 cos kl, + iZ, sin kll

Z, Z_Z,= Z-;T-z_ (C6)

The attenuation is determined by inserting the values given

in equations (C4), (C5), and (C6) into equation (C3) and

working out the expression for

Attenuation= 10 log.. 1AA_2

If the branch impedances have no resistive components, the result obtained is

A,_ 1 [R:_Y2_+ ZoR, 2+ Zo (X, +Xs)q + i[R,2X2 +X2Xs (X2 + X3)]
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A, 2
[R_X_ _cos kllT ZoX2Ra sin kl,]+i [R3_X2+ X_X3 (X2+ X3) cos kl_--ZoX2 (X2+ X3) sin kill

(C7)

(C8)



APPENDIX D

ATTENUATION OF MUFFLERS WITH FINITE TAILPIPES

SINGLE EXPANSION CHAMBER

Consider a muffler composed of an expansion chamber

with expansion ratio m terminated with a tailpipe of effec-

tive length It. At the upstream end of the muffler,

,tl+ BI=A2+ B2 (D1)

At--B, = m(A _--B2) (I)2)

At tile downstream end, assuming total reflection from the

end of the tailpipe

.t,e-'_"+B2e'k"=Aa+Ba=Aa (1-e -''_'') (D3)

m(A2e-m'--B2e '''') =An (l+e -'a'') (34)

These four equations, when solved simultaneously for At/An,

give

.-1_ 1 {[4m kl,--2(m_--l) sin 2klt sin kl,]+cos

[ [2(ma+ l) sin kl,--2(m2--1) cos 2/d, sin k/,]}

.a I 2 •

Tim attenuation is 10 logto ]=-i wnere
_-'iat

m _- 1
A I 2 (m2--1)2 sin2kl, --- sill 2kl, sill 2ki,--
713 = 14 2m a 2m

m*--I

2m 2 cos 2kl, sin2kl, (D5)

The approximate cutoff frequency is found by setting the

preceding expression equal to zero and solving for k, with

the approximations that

sin kl,=kl,

sin 2kl,= 2kl,

sin 2kl,= 2kl,

cos kit= 1

The result is

J'--;
S74

SINGLE RESONATOR

A schematic diagram of a single-resonator muffler with a

finite tailpipe is sho_-n below:

1 !

l" _' 4

The method of appendix C gives

.41 Z, Zl+Zo

Z,+ Zo

If now the substitution

Zl--- Z_Z,
-- Zb+ Z,

is made, the result is

(D7)

If the correct values for Zo/Z_ and Zo/Z, are inserted in this

equation, the attenuation may be calculated from equation

(A4). As an example, the attenuation equation will be

developed for the case where Z_ is a pure reactance and total

reflection is assumed at the open end of the tailpipe. In

this case

Zo/i X_
A, 1-t (D8)

A-;= zo+
iX, 1

Upon reduction this gives

A i'_2 2(ZdXb)(Zo/X,) 4
Z L (zTfx,)-V-4i-

(Zo/X_)2
(ZofX,y + 1

(D9)
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Finally, for the single-branch resonator with a tailpipe
substitute

AZ--_°t=cot klt

where l, includes the end correction mentioned in Part II

of this report under the heading "Theory." Substitvte also

kl, =k, lj _,

and

z0 4_

x,- s
U, //

with the result

Attenuation-- 10 log10 1-[ _cr_°ly "_' _- S_

J J/ V, J/3
(D10)

Note that in equation (D10) the parametem which determine
the attenuation characteristics are _:c-_/S, k, lt, and J,

..,
The pass frequencies can be found by setting the sum of

the seeoml and third terms of equation (Dl0) equal to zero,
with the result

k 1
tan M,=--2S ([o---kC ) (Dll)

The attenuation will be zero for any value of k which satisfies

this equation. For the cutoff frequency this equation can be

sbnplified by the use of the approximation

tan kl, = kl_
with the result

.f,-- .f" ...... f' ¢D12)

Use of this equation gives a value of al)proxinmtely 88 cycles
per second for tlle cutoff frequency of the muffler of figure

18 (a). The more exact calculation givesf,=85 cycles per
second. Note tile similarity in form between equation
(D12) and equation (B17).
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